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I.  INTRODUCTION 
It  is most gratifying to note the unique role that 
dairy products have occupied through the agas in the diet 
of man, especially in the di^ts of tha more highly developed 
and civilized peoples, such as the Greeks and Romans. Since 
the Christian era, and with the advemcemsnt of civilization 
in all  parts of the v/orld, th-jro has bean an up\ ard trend 
in the number eind quality of dairy cattle. In the United 
States, at the present ti . . ie,  there are nearly ' '7 million 
dairy covvs producing over 113 billion pounds of milk per 
year. In spite of this,  the per capita consumption of 
this "most nearly perfect food" is far below the standard 
set forth by nutritionists.  
Increased consumption of dairy products depends upon 
several factors, of vhich the most pertinent to this experi­
ment have been grouped under one heading, that of quality. 
Since .tiilk is the basis of all  dairy products, i t  is funda­
mental that considerable attention be given to i ts method 
of production and processing in order to produce high quality 
products. I t  is encouraging thnt the morw progressive millc 
plant managers and dairymen are trying to cope with the 
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ntimerous factors relevant to quality so that milk products 
of th.:  high-st type may be produced. 
equality milk, to ths average eonsura^r in the past,  
has meant a deep craaia l ino end a desirabl '^ flavor. Hov-
over, v,lth the advont of homo£3ni?.t;tion, a batter informed 
oonsu0ier, and the use of paper contain :;rs,  there is a ten­
dency to subordinate the significance of a crsaiTi l ine and 
to gLvj more attention to the flavor. It  is,  therefore, of 
primary importance that inilk, as veil as other dairy products, 
possess a cl^jan, desirable flavor. 
Quality, to the average consumer in the past,  has had a 
variety of meanings, depending largely upon the section of 
the country in question and the grade of product usually 
available for consuraption. Hov\?ever, vith the advanceiaent 
of sci '-nce and our educational faciliti-S, such as the exten­
sion services, breed organizations, and short-courses, for 
dissemination of information to the public, consumers of 
dairy products quite generally are deraanding a product v-hich 
complies vith th^ highest standards of nutrition, sanitation, 
and flavor. Comparatively speaking, the seorch for better 
feeding, dairy far.-a manaj? ^ment, and processing jAractices 
has scarcely begun in this vastly icaportant and relatively 
nevi. '  f ield -  "Quality." 
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Thie recent and rapid increase in tho production of 
soybeans and their greater ue.3 as a protein supplear.snt for 
dairy cov's has created a strong and inoistunt doiaand among 
dairyraen and cream(ory operators for moro information regard­
ing the effect that soybean feeds hava on the flavor and 
quality of dairy products. 
In the past fjv yaars such questions as tho follov.lng 
have arisen: How many pounds of soybeans or soybean products 
may be fed to a cov daily rdthout producing a dole.torious 
effect on har lallk product? If thare is a d^late.rious effect,  
how soon do'js i t  bacoaie noticeable in tha product aft^r feed­
ing the beans? Do tha amo'-mts norxially fed by dairymen pro­
duce an off-flavor in milk and causo the butter to have a 
poor body and texture? By a certain proportioning of soy­
beans and cottonseed uical or soybeans and linseed ausal in 
the ration, is i t  possible for dairymen to obtain a moro de-
sirabla butterfat,  as to body and texture, during the summer 
and winter months? 
At tha present tiine, soybeans are one of tha most roadily 
available high protain concontratos on lov.a farms, as well 
as in a large peirt of tho Tjnitod States. Thus, i t  is not 
surprising that considorablo attention has b-'on directed to 
the economic feasibility of using soybeans and soybean products 
in the dairy ration. 
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This experiraant has been designed to answer some of 
•fclie questions ralativy to the affact of soybeans on the 
flavor and quality of dairy products. The objectives are 
1. To datorriiina the t i  ae njcjcvsary for cracliod soy-
beansj to produco a siuximuai chaagd in tho flavor 
and quality of railti  and buttarfat.  
2. To study the variations in certain butterfat con­
stants throughout a cov's lactation period. 
3. To determlrie tlie feasibility of uning ths iodine 
number as a laeasuro in ascurtaining whan a feed 
with a high oil content has axerted i ts maxinxuai 
effect.  
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II.REVIi;:V; OF LITxiEATURii 
A. Undesirable Flavors Occurring in Milk and Cream 
and Some of Their Gausas 
kilk as i t  normally comas from tha cow, usually possesses 
a mild, pleasant, appealing flavor. However, other flavors, 
which maivo i t  lass palatable, are often present in the milk, 
or develop soon after i t  is obtainod. aome interesting vork 
relative to tiiJ "taste" of wxlk has been reported by Roadhouse 
and K-oestlwr (15£). The taste of milk, as referred to in their 
report,  is the sensation perceived v=hen milk is taken into the 
mouth. The term "flavor" v-as used to designate a combination 
of the sensations of taste, perceived in the month, vith those 
of smell,  produced through tne medium of the innur nasal 
passages. They state that the foundation taste of milk 
resulting from its natural composition is supplemented by a 
secondary one. The chloride-lactose relation vas found to 
be one of the most important bases of milk flavor. I t  v;as 
demonstrated by dialysis that fat and protein substances, as 
v.all as certain difficulty dialyzabla salt components play 
only a subordinate role in the primary taste of mllK. The 
dialysis of milk containing a pronounced feed flavor re­
vealed that i t  v/as largely in the residue and appeared to 
be dither nob dialyzable or in some vay combined vith milk 
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fat or with othor non-dialyzable materi Is.  
According to Gamble and Kally (55) the follovdng factorB 
are usually rasponsibla for off-flavorr.:  (1) The internal or 
physical condition or the cov/5 (2) absorption of flavors and 
odors from highly flnvorad feuds vlthin thy body of the oovr, 
(3) absorption of flavors and odors into thmilk aftor pro­
duction; and (4) bacterial development within the railk. 
Bacauae fead and oxidized flavors are thoso most conimonly 
encountarcid in milk and butterfat this.;  discussion vill  involve, 
priiaarily, significant aJspsGts relative to thair occurronce 
and correction. 
1. Faed glavor 
That th:i fe-3d consumed by the cov^ is often tho cause 
of undesirable flavors in milk, has long been recognised. 
AS early as Ib^'-Q, Villiaifl  Harley (74) duacribo'd a raethod 
for "pr'-)Vi,;nting railk from tasting of tiornips." In a recent 
ruport,  V.oavyr, ^st al .  (16:;) einphasi 'ze that undjsirabla feed 
flavors are the most prevalent of the flavor defects encoun­
tered in milk. 
The systeuiatic study of Gamble and Kelly (55) of the 
effect of silago on the flavor and odor of iiiilk stimulyted 
interest in flavor studies. They concluded that the; flavor 
and odor of silage are largely imparted to the milk through 
the body of the cow, for shortly after as l i t t le as ton 
poxmds v/ero fed, the milk dovelopod a faint foed flavor 
and odor. Thuy raaintainod tfcst not over rifteen to tv.anty-
fiVG poun'i,f- '  of corn j^ilage or rift;3e.n pounds of legu'ae silaga 
can bo fed tv:ic:;! daily ai ' ter roilking vithout importing a 
discernible flavor rind odor to thu milk. Fi-)d flavors ere 
not alv^aye obj•actionable. In fnct,  thuco authors suggested 
that if  moderate quantitieiy of corn silego arc fed after 
milkiufr,  '-nd that if  tbs :tiilk is nroinptly aeratad, th^ flavor 
may in r-oiu-j ce.&os actually bu improvad. 3iisc5 i ' iarshall (103) 
found that aaration alone iniprovas th-; flavor of zal^i.k, I t  may 
bo that Iho ob,i3c tionable cubstrsnco. '!  irupartod to milk by 
silage ar^ volatll-j  and can be readily removed. This th-iory 
was partially supported by Goinbi-- and elly. 
Another very interesting point brought out by Gamble 
and i .elly (55) vas that condensad milk made from silage-
tainted milk has a loss perceptible si lags flavor and odor 
than that of thrf original milK. 
Le{?unia rdlage seeuis to react differently from corn silage 
for v;oll and Euriiphrey (169) assert that satisfactory dairy 
products cannot oe made -. hen covs are feu soybaan silago. 
However, Farrinp'ton (1^3) points ojt  that vith cere, silage 
(any kind) can b- fed to dairy covs v i thout taintinf- the 
lullk, but unless precautions are ta'-en, the product may be 
so tainted that aiany cu.stoiri;rs vlll  refuse to use i t .  V.'oodward 
and .McNulty (170) advocate considerable cars to avoid tainting 
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the milk when reading clovsr silage. 
Roadhousd and Hender^ion (133) detected an alfalfa flavor 
in milk vdthin 20 minutes after drenching covs vith flavor-
jjroducing liquids. The most pronounced fsod flavor vas de­
tected vithin 4:0 to 60 minutes aftc^r the dranching. 
Babcock (9) found that tha feeding oi '  green alfalfa 
three hours before milking decreased tha intensity of tho 
abnormal flavor and that fcseding five hours before railking 
practically Jliminotad i t .  
Babcock (15), Roadhouse and Henderson (135) ascertained 
that %hvjn rations of gryen alfalfa, alfalfa hay, clover hay, 
or corn silaga are fad one to tvo hours before millving, 
strong, unuc; Kir able f ^ed flavors and odors result in tha 
milk, v. 'hon aipht to nine poimdc of tame oat hay v;er9 fed 
tVi'o hours before railfiing, only a slight off-flavor apoearsd 
in tha lailk. 
In general,  i t  is recoiiimendcid (fc8, 77, 96, 13ii,  163) 
that cows b,.) reraoved froai alfalfa pasture four or five 
hours before milking and that they bo fed alfalfa hay iia-
modiately after tailking, to entirely avoid feed flavors 
from those sources. Cooling is ineff-ictive and aeration 
only partially effective in eliminating alfalfa flavor. 
Back (17) observed that rye pasturage produced a more 
offensive flavor and odor in milk than did wheat pasturage. 
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The undesirable flavor was greatly reduced, or aliaxinatod, 
vfaen the CO', s  v.ora r^raoved froia pasture four hours bafore 
milking. Aaration of the milk was no.n-effactiva in remov­
ing thasd odors. 
According to Lindsey, Holland, and 3iiiith (95) feeding 
of distillers* or br^v jrs* dried grains in litaited quanti­
ties dojs not injury the flavor of xXiilk. The f^ading of 
beet pulp slic ' js,  beet tops, dried beet pulp, and mangels 
produced no bad flavors in lailk, according to Reoce (125), 
Trout and Taylor (160) and Hening and Dahlberg (79). 
California workers (154) found that the usual con­
centrates v.hen fed one to tvo hours bofor.j  milking in 
normal quantities did not give milk sufficient fead flavor 
to make i t  undesirable to the average consuraer. Wheat 
bran seemed to iiaprove the milk flavor vhen fud in quanti­
ties of 0.5 to 7.0 pounds one hour befort;  milking. 
' Linds3y, et al. ,  (95) fed V. 'd  pounds of soybean meal 
and Hosengren (139) fed b.5 pounds soybean cake daily vith 
no resulting undesirable flavors in the milk or butter.  
Likevlse, Olson (113) and G-oodale (65) noticed no appreci­
able eff ' jct ou the flavor of milk and milk products v/hen 
soybeans constitut- 'd £5, 50, or even 100 p^r cent of the 
grain mixtury. 
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Nevens and Tracy (IIS) used three groups of eight 
cows each in a study of tho affect of ground soybeans and 
difforint quality soyboan hays on the flavor and cojapos;!-
t ion of jTiilic and butter.  One group wa.<? fo.d tho r.;gul0r 
herd ration throughout tho .iixperimont, vdiils thu other 
groups v.aro rjvorcod on the various axperiiuontal rations. 
The exporiraontal periods v.-ero one v:eok in duration. The 
ground soybaans, v. 'hon fad, X'oraiod 10 to ' .b per cont of the 
grain laixturos. The maxiiiiu^a amount of soybeans fed was 
2.5 pounds por head doily. Rosults of tho uxpcriinunt shoved 
that neither good quality, nor poor quality G03' 'bean hay had 
effect upon the flavor of the milk (rav or pasteurised), 
skim milk, creaai,  oi* butter.  Ground soyboan:;:  v/cjre l ikavise 
v;lthout effect upon the flavor of the milk or milk products. 
The most pronounced effacts of the ration wore upon the body 
of the buttsr.  Ground soybeans caused the butter to be 
gummy and the condition becaiae vorse vhen the proportion of 
soybeans in the ration xvas increacBd. Soyboan hay had a 
similar affect but to a less degree. I t  ic doubtful as to 
whether or not the experi.aental periods ;vero sufficiently 
long for th^j rinsults t.:  be conclusive. 
Williams, Gannon, and ispe (168) report that covs 
yielding as much as 50 pounds of milk daily Vvcre success­
fully carried over a period of ?.:? v.eeks on silago, fed ad 
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libitum, and soybaans, fad at tho rate of ona pound per 
five pounds milk produced. The silage was raade from corn 
silage, sorghum silaga or sorghum silage suppl^muntvid v;ith 
ona pound corn per SO pounds of silage. Silage consumption 
averaged about six pounds per 100 pounds livov;eight. Up to 
nine pounds daily of soybaans were consumed by a single cow. 
The experimental ration of soybeans and silage caused no 
marked changes in milk flavor. 
i-inother flavor study vas made at the lova Station by 
Chin (32). Vihen soybeans and linseed meal constituted 11.1 
per cant of the concentrate mixture fed to dairy cows no 
objectionable flavors in the milk resulted vhen the milk 
was collected and held in glass or tin containers, even when 
the latter were badly corroded. 
Babcock (8, 9, 10, Ir?,,  13) aiid Gambia and Kelly (55) 
found that when fed to dairy cov-s one hour before milking, 
cabbage, turnips, rape and kale noticeably affected the 
flavor and odor of milk; vhareas green rye, green cowpeas, 
potatoes, dried beet pulp and carrots affected milk only 
slightly. Green corn, oats, peas, soybeans, puiapkins and 
sugar beets had practically no effect.  Feeds \vhich v/ere 
noticeably effective in causing objectionable flavors, pro­
duced off-flavors in the milk v, 'hen as l i t t le as 15 pounds 
v. 'ere consumed one hour before each of the tvo daily milk-
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ings. Thusa objectionable flavors and odors vieve accentu­
ated vihen 30 pounds of thaf.-s feeds v;sre consumed tv.lca daily. 
'^Ith most of tho fsods studied the coxismiptlon of 30 pounds 
iniaiedlatsly after jtiilklng had practically no deleterious 
of foot on thu itiilk produced at tlie n:;2' . t  nilking. ' , ' i th cabbage 
and turnips, ovjn though fid inimediatcily after lailking, slight 
flavors v. 'oro occasionally found in the lailk obtained at the 
next milking. 
Babcock (15), Roadhouse and Hendarson (155) found that 
the feeding of grean barley, vlld oats, foxtail,  and filarea 
two hours biforo iailking, in quantitijt:  roouired for satis-
faotDry nutrition and as a sola source of roughage, imparted 
undesirable feod flavors in milk, varying from slight to 
strong. 
Babcock (8, 9, 10, IT;, 13) and Gaiablo and K3lly(55) 
agreo tiiet fjad flavors are raora pronounced in the craara 
than in tho ailk froiii  vjhich the crearii  ip takon, end that 
propor aarabion reduc strong, and way oli.uinate raild 
flavors and odors in lailk caused by feeding highly flavored 
foods. 
The bittarveed frequently foun.-l in :iouthern pastures, 
was discovered by BabcocU (14) to bo an exception to the 
usual rule that feed flavors are more pronounced in cretim 
than in the milk from v. 'hich the cream is takon. This 
flavor v. 'as moro pronounced in skim milk than in whole milk 
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or i ts creain. An exception to tha rule that feed flavors 
are not iinpartad to milk axcapt for a fev ho\irs after feed­
ing vas also notlcod for vhon cov s consuiaed tan pounds of 
bitterweed the; flavor wac ovidont in railk produced S4: hours 
later.  The milk produced £7 hours later wap practically 
free of this flavor. 
Combs (33) statas that garlic, Eranch veed (stink grass), 
rag v/eed, papper grass, vild onion, and many other v-aeds im­
part off-flavors to milk, xlccording to him, the causative 
factor in French weed is dua to an anzyma, myrosin, ^'• ' l i ich 
hydroly^.as the glucoside, sinigrin, in the seed, into mustard 
oil  and othor flavoring compounds, ona of which may loe oil  
of garlic. He shoved that the maximijim flavor effect v/as 
present in milk from cowe producing 30 pounds dally - 'han 
thay v.^are fad 90 grams of ii 'rench v/aed seed tijee hour £ be­
fore milking, and that by the end of five hours the lailk 
flavor was practically normal. Gince covs do not raXish 
flench v;eed seed, or the green plant, such obnoxious vjoeds 
Vt/ill  not be eaten if  the cov.s are feci a 0:)od grain and 
roughage ration. 
Babcock's experii.ients (11) vith garlic indicate that 
feed flavors enter milk mainly through the body of t t ie cov. 
Garlic flavor and odor v;ere detected in the milk as soon as 
one itiinutQ after ingestion. During a. ten-minute pc^riod, the 
intensity of the garlic flavor increased as the ti ' i ie inter­
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val betveen faeding the garlic and teklng ths nxllk camplas 
IncreaFed. At the and of tha tBn-ralnuta poriod, the flavor 
intensity began to subside. vdlk froBi cov;£; that CDusum.3d 
one-half pound of garlic four hours bofora milking possessed 
a garlic flavor to a vory obJoctionablo degree, liilk dravn 
aftcir an interval of sovun hours v'as practically froe from 
the noxiouE flavor, iin inhalation of garlic odor by cu's 
for ten minutoB produced a strong, garlic-flavored aiilk with­
in t\ ':o minutsjs, which practically disappearid aft or 90 
minutes. Tht^ detection of a vary strong garlic odor in the 
blood vi thin 45 minutas after foedin^ t^vo pounds of garlic 
tops indLcatos that the flavor is transjiitted by th3 blood 
to th.,  i i . l ier.  
. ;acDonald and Crarford (100, 101) state that the flavor 
and odor of "onion aiilk," for tho most part,  ivS due to un-
satxiratGd organic sulfur coJipounds, sucL' as allyl sulfide 
and disulfide, "hich arc-, produced by merabers of the onion 
and garlic family. The volatilitjr of these compounds at 
moderate t  ; ' ip-iratur-s i; .  taiven advantage of in removing 
theai.  
I t  has also been demonstrated that undesirable flavors 
in dairy products may result fro;a the absorption of foreign 
odors after the milk has bean produced. 
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Alt (1) demonstrated an Increase in tha ability of 
milk to absorb nitrogen gas up to 50°C, abova which the 
nitrogan absorbed by th': .!  ruilk decreased. In skim milk 
vlth O.IE per cent fnt tlure was no incruasa in the nitro­
gan absorption aasociatad vlth increassd tempdratui 'e,  but 
vjholvj jiiilk containing 3.65 per o^nt Tat increased in i ts 
nitrogen content up to 35°G. Further increasos in the 
absorption of nitrogen by tha milk vera f.-)and. to occur with 
milk contedning 5.7 per cant fat and vith butter containing 
approj(ifiiately 82 par cJnt butterfat.  Thun, i t  vas con­
cluded that the fut of iailk is largely responsible for tha 
qualities v.hich laaica dairy products so suscaptibla to the 
absorption oi" foreign flavors and odor;:.  
Russell (140) raported that vhan ailk i::;- exporjad during 
the milking process and v-ry often after i ts vithdrav;al to 
an atmosphvira that is liable to contain odors of an undesir­
able character, i t  may thus contract flavors by direct absorp­
tion. 
As a result of trials in which corn silage was spread 
on tha floor underneath tv.o cows in a stable with the doors 
and vindovi's t ightly closed, Gaaible and iCelly (55) report 
that silage-tainted barn air may have soaie effect on the 
flavor and odor of milk under such extreme conditions. 
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They concluded that tha affect vould ha ralativaly slight 
under average stable conditions, vhero some ventilation 
exists.  
In support of this stateuiant Farrington (53) states 
that the; succriSB of fe-jding silago deponds almost entirely 
upon keeping the stable air free from silago odor. 
(i .  Oxidized Flavor 
Since the early da^/s of tha dairy industry t-allovy, 
oily and fi . :hy flavors, which are considered to be caused 
by oxidation, have been observed in storage butter.  Many 
of the factors vhich favor oxidative chanfres in butter are 
concerned also \.ith the production of off-flavors in milk, 
dried inilii ,  ico creaj/i ,  'end condenced inili-: .  The Immensity 
of this subject necessitates limitinj? this r.jviev primarily 
to those factors v.hich are directly related to the experi-
aiant. 
In rather recent work, /uiderson et al. ,  (4, 6) advance 
the follovang theory relative to vitamin a and :rillk flavor: 
The oxidized, rancid, flat,  and insipid flavors v. 'hich de­
velop in milk of low bacterial content have their origin in 
a carotene deficient ration. This affects the milk directly 
by reducing i ts carotene content, and what appears to be more 
important, caus^^s a vitaiuin A deficiency in the cov. The 
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resulting abnormal conditions in cartfiin ti-iisusis lead to an 
abnormal distribution of .inxymos in blood and ailk. Certain 
other substanCGs, v;hich are not uorraally pres:mt in luilk, 
may find their v;ay into i t .  In thic v ay v.'o account for the 
oxcQssiva amounts of lipat:- vjiich ara pro&ant vh.n milk de­
velops a rancid flavor. This theory i.o in hariuony vith 
present knov;l ' jdgQ concerning tht; function of vit;izijin ii.  in 
maintaining' the integrity of -jpitholial tiscua. Tho socra-
tary tistjue of th-j luaiainary ^^and is dvirivud froiii  opith^lial 
tis.?ue. Liv3r tistmd is osp.:;cially high in vitaain A, conse-
quontly, any idficijncy of this vitamin could ba ^xpoctad to 
result in axi abnormal distribution of inzym-s having to do 
v^ith fat i"i3tabolizra. Furtharnore, tha maanor in vhich off-
flavors gra^iually dJVJlop on defici ' jnt rations ind ar-i 
rapidly aliminatod on a carotano high ration is charactaris-
tic of vitamin raspons-is.  
Thurston (157) proposes tha follov.lng claaairication 
for milks as regards tha djvolop.aunt of an oxidized flavor 
tharain: (1) Bpontanaoua lailk: -  that capablo of dov^loping 
oxidizJd flavor spontanoously, i .e. ,  vithout tha prjsonca 
of iron or coppur a;3 ft cantaisxinant; (^.0 pusc-jptiblj ailk -
that \;hich does not dovijlop oxidizud flavor spontanuously, 
but is fiuscaptiblo in tha pr-.3Sonoa of ooppnr or iron; ( '6 )  
Non-EUSC'jptibia liiilk - milk which will not bacorrso OAidizad 
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even when contaralnatad vith iron or copper. 
Co"tposltlon of the milk. Barkvorth (16) suggests 
that sine J soiao workers beliuvo t l - ,o enzymes in milk sarum 
to b3 haat labili  thiy may ba involved in th^j devolopment 
of oxidizo'd flavor. The basis of this theory is that milk 
heated to vary high temperatures d«jvelop an off-flavor. 
Dahla (40) reports that haating -uilk to 14b°' ' ' .  for 30 
minutes increased the tendency for oridi '^ ' .^d flavor to da-
valop, vchile heating to 170°?. inhibitsd i t .  Hovjever, 
Gould's rasults (66) do not support the above theory as he 
v;as able to desv-slop oxidiried flavor in milk haatsd to 78*^0. 
for 30 minutes. 
Roland and TfJblur (138) report an aDnaront relationship 
between tha copper-induced oxidi '^ed finvor und th3 fat con­
tent of milk, as each Increase of about one p3r c^ant fat in 
whole milk vas detected by a sifrniric-jnt decroass in the 
flavor score, dkia :ailk expor-ed to Inrge areas of copper 
developed a aietallio flavor but never an oxidized flavor. 
Oxidi?Qd flavor in milk and craarii  is generally accepted 
to be the result of oxidation of one or more of the lipids 
present in milk. The oxidation of the unsaturated fatty 
acids present in butterfat was originally thoupht to be the 
source of oxidiz.ed flavor, but tho evidence presented show 
that phospholipids may plny an inporuant role in the Jevalop-
ment of oxidized flavor in milk and cream. 
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Horrall  (88) found that  as tho aaount of butterfat  In 
nii lk increased so did the araount of  lacithin present increase.  
This f inding eaems significant since Thurston,  Brov-n,  nnd 
Diistaian (155) present avid one u v 'hi  oh indicates thet  tha 
phospholipid fraction of suscoptibla ji i i lk rathr;r  than tha 
buttarfat  v;as tho substancj that  und^n"  ^ nt  oxidative changes.  
Thyy shov^^d that  tha inten^it ; ;-  of tbj  oxidir-sd f lavor in 
craam, skim milK, buttermilk,  and buttar  obtained from oyi-
di70d railk vas in dj.  rect  relat ion to thoir  pho.spholipid con­
tent .  In a later  v orlc ( l»:6) th ' iy explained the inhibit ing 
effect  of agitat ion of cold mi]k on th« dsv^lOTmant of 
o^cidiz '- . 'd f lavor as being the) result  of part ial  transfer of 
lecithin frora t i io fat  globule r i irfoce to the plasma. Thay 
considored this as further ^videiice that  lecithin was tha 
const!tuvint  affected.  
Brown, Dustuian and Thur.vton {24:)  in 12 trial .- : '  during 
the winter ;aonthD of tv 'o suocessivo y- ars found no measur­
able change in the iodine nuaiber of  rt i i lk fat  from "oxidized" 
and normal ruilk.  In a more recnit  \  ork 5;v;Gnson and So.nimar 
(149) l ikoviso v o v q  unable to find any difference in tha 
iodine number of buttorfet  from normal ond o.xidi;  ed f lavored 
milk,  I:ov;ever,  they found that  the development of oxidised 
flavor is  accomplished bv a marj:ed decreai .e in the iodine number of 
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the phospholipid fraction. Dahle and Palmer (4S) substanti­
ated the findings of Thurston ' i t  al .  (155) in rogard to the 
davelopiaynt of oxidired flavor in pusc-jptiblo milk, but they 
found that on the addition of washed creaai to stcim lailk from 
spontanoous uilk that the remado milk d-ovalopod an oxidizad 
flavor. Contradictory to this, Chilsoji (31) found that on 
the addition of v .arhod croaaa to ekim milk frora spont..meous 
milk that the ret-iade milk vfould not dov-jlop an oxidi^.ad 
flavor. In support of these lattar findings Eolcuud and 
Treblar (138) found a mark-rid decrease in coppor-inducad 
oxidised flavor in rjconstitutad milK. Tlioy suggest that 
tha removal of loci thin or related p'lbstancds by the separa­
tor or changes in th-^ir distribution bet'/ . 'oejn tha fat and 
aqueou.5 ph<;SG may bo rasponsibla for th ^ docreased sensi­
tivity. 
I' '-^'^d ind saason of the y;>ar. One of tho earliest 
reports dealing v ith the r:jlation of tbo feed «:ivaii the 
cov, and reason,to t l io davolopment of oxidised flavor in 
milk Vv-as made by Kenda (91). Ha reported that oxidised 
flavor soeras to occur only during tha vintor and also that 
graen faed as \vell ae the fraeh hay produced from i t  con­
tain considerable amounts of roducing subatances vhich tend 
to prevent oxidized flavor developuiont, or lesson i ts in­
tensity. In suDQort of the;3e findings several invcistigators 
(23, 4K, 67, 91, 14 7) have reported that green feed contributes 
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substances to milk v/hicb. inhibit the development of oxidized 
flavor. 
I ' .xtojQsive Investigations have bean made in an effort to 
determine the nature of the inhibiting substances carried in 
green faods. Hitter (131) and Chilson (31) found the first 
clues as to the probable nature of thaoe substances in 1935 
v/hen they preventud the devoloptaant of oxidized flavor by 
the addition of ascorbic acid to the milic. These findings 
have been verified by other workers (18, ^'5, 40). 
Brown and covorkers (;?3, ?^5) also maintain that ascor­
bic acid is helpful since in their experiments the suscepti­
bility of tailk to oxidized flavor v as greatly reduced by 
feeding one quart of lemon or tomato juice to each cov daily. 
Similar results were obtained through feeding oae-huif gram 
of pure crystalline ascorbic acid daily pisr cov. This oc­
curred in spite oi" the fact that ascorbic acid rapidly dis­
appears in the presence of bacteria, untold numbers of 
v.-Mch alvays exist in th-j rumen. Th^j vitamin C value of 
milk fluctuates quite a bit  even though i ts vitamin C con­
tent is not significantly altered by th'J amount of vitcunin 
C in the ration. Garrett,  . 'O-nold, and Hartman (56) obtained 
a significant correlation (over 0.6) between the vitamin C 
content and the flavor of milk used in their study. They 
reooimaend that special efforts be made to preserve ascorbic 
acid in milk since i t  appears to have certain reducing prop­
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erties v;hicli exert protectiva action on milk. 
In a later v.-ork Garrett ut al.  (59) studiad the sffsct 
of succulunt roughag- . iS on the flavor of milk and thsir sta­
bilizing effc3ct on ascorbic acid in iiiilic. They found that 
the feeding of properly enailed raolas^as grass Eilag;^ has a 
greater stabilizing effect on ascorbic acid of milks in 
storage than doan corn silaga or beet pulp. This stabiliz­
ing affect tended tovard milk of better flavor. Hovaver, 
Gjessing and Trout (71) point out that thu rapid reduction 
of ascorbic acid does not always imply oxidativ^j changes 
in milk for this offancivo flavor failed to develop in soma 
of their samples v.-hich contained no ascorbic acid after 3 
days storage, even though copper vas pres.nt.  
l .hitnah, et al.  (16b) found no relationship between 
the amount of vitamin C and the developraent of oxidized 
flavor in milk frora cov.s of the sa.ae breed. These findings 
appear to be soraowhat at variance v;it;h the findings of other 
v'orkurs (16, 2Z, 25, 40, 56, 59). 
In addition to the stabilizing effect of vitamin G or 
ascorbic acid on the flavor of milk Garrett at al.  (57, 58) 
also point out that the carotene of the ration has certain 
reducing properties which exert a protective action on the 
milk. In support of this Beck ot al.  (18) and Brovm et al.  
(55) found that a oarot-Jna supplement t  > a  cov-j 'a ration 
quickly reduces the incidence of oxidised flavor. Th^se 
findings agree with those of earlier reports (3, 4, 5). 
In thoir study of the effect of succulent roughagas 
on the flavor of milk, Garrett,  Arnold and Hartruan (60) point 
out that legUiTie and grass silages, v.hon properl:, ' '  made and fed, 
produce milk vith higher yollov color, finer flavor and great­
er resistaiica tovard the development of oxidisad, flavor than 
do corn silaga, boot pulp or driud citrus pulp. Alfalfa si­
lage is almost equal to spring pasture in endov:lrig milk vith 
yellov color and is equal to, or better than, pastvire in pro­
ducing milk of fine flavor and high resistance tot ard oxi­
dized flavor development. This and other v ork (3, 4, 5, IB, 
25, 28, 57, 5a) point to the favorable effect of vitamin >1 
or carotene in producing milk vith a better flavor* and more 
resistance to the development of oxidized flavor- .  
ilnother angle relative to the effect of feed on the 
susceptibility of milk to oxidised flavor has b:een presented 
by Henderson and Roudhouse (76). They state ti-iat;  if  coi s 
are fed poor rations, which necessitate their di*a.ving on body 
fat,  the lailk produced v.ill  be more susceptible to the de-
velopmant of oxidized flavor, due to an incre.ised. percentage 
of the unsaturated fatty acids in the butterfat.  Tt vould 
appear that any condition or feed that vill  grea/tly increase 
the degree of unsaturation of lailk fat vill  incraase the suscep­
tibility of the fat to become o;:idi?;ed. The flndllngs of 
Stebnitz and i5o:nmer (147) that the stability of the fat vas 
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influ-ancad by i1;s unsaturatlon If in accord vith those of 
Handersoii and Roadhousi (76). 
In a study to detariJiins tiie rilationshlp of oxidized 
flavor to th3 p3a?cautaga of unsaturated fatty acids in 
butterfat,  Corbott and Tracy (35) fad two groups of thraa 
cows each oncj-tia.lrd of a pound of oil  dally for three days, 
than tv. 'o-thirds pound dally for threa days, aftar v.hlch they 
v/ere fod ona poxj_nd dally for six days. vlther corn oil or 
coconut oil  was Tud altarnat '^ly to ijach group tiiroughout the 
exparliuant. Tb.e control ration consisted of alfalfa hay, corn 
sllagd and a grain mlxturo. Results of thu 8xp>jri.u;nt shovvod 
that the susc^::ptibllity of milk to th^ dovelopmoiit of oxidized 
flavor v;as not corroiatod vith thy iodine nurabor in the range 
of 24= to 40. Hov.ever, udlk vith an iodina nurab'^r gr^atar than 
40 dovelopod an o:xidized flavor fcli^vhtly mora frequontljr than 
milk having a lover iodin-^. numb-:r.  Tt soc-iius roasonabl.i  to 
conclude that trie saasonabla natur.:  of tha occurrence of oxi­
dized flavor carmot be explained on thu basis of changes in 
tho iodinw nuiiibar of th3 milk fat.  
}?rev, ' i t t  and i arfitt  (1£'^), studying effucts of feads on 
oxidized flavox* in pastourlsbd laill: ,  f«d rations v. 'hich in­
cluded ground viiit;3 end yollow corns, ground oats, ground 
soybeans, v.-heat bran, soyb>ian oil ,  soybean oil  trijal,  l ins^^ed 
oil  uioal,  dried brevars* grains and gluten feed. Tha milk 
samplas vi 'uro placed in aluminuio pails soon aftar r,diking, 
pasteurizQd in Fyrax flasks, and thon coolad to 4.4^0. 
Oxidized flavor failed to develop in any of thu saaipl-js 
from cov. 'S f jd rations v.h^jn storod at 4.4°C» for 72 
hours. To detyrmind tii- ' ir  affact on th-a developmont or re­
tardation of o;<idiz-^d flavor, niinute quantitios of copper 
compounds vera added to th^ aauipl^s of lailk. TiicJ results 
indicate that tlu rations containing soybjan oil ,  as sucia 
or as unproGossdd beans, tended to produce milk vvhich, upon 
holding, d'jvoloped lyss oxidizad flav:or than did th-J xuilk 
from cov . 'S f^d the othor rations. 
In a rji;;iilar s tud:/- Brown, DUBtman, and V.Qakloy (27) 
placed on a lov^ fat ration clavon cov 'S  a-ho so milks vera 
suscspti bla to oxidlnud flavor -jhen contaiainated v.-ith coppar. 
After a pr.i . ' l l iuinary period of a fcv v;uioks the cov.-s v are di­
vided into tv'o groups; group I  received ono pound of oil  
suppl-^iaont daily and group 11 sorvad as the control.  Cocoa-
nut, soybean, and hydroge^jatod soybean oils Vvera fed. In 
contrast to the other oils,  one pound of the soybean oil  v-han 
fad daily, greatly increased the iodine number of the butter-
fat and thus increased the rusceptibility of the mills to 
metal induced oxidized flavor. These results are contradic­
tory to those of Prev.itt  and Parfitt  (i:?£) already referred 
to. However, i t  is difficult to make a fair comparison be-
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trsen thy results sincw Prevvitt  and Parfitt  do not give the 
amount of oil  supT)lorai;nt used in th^ir oxperi/uents. 
Dahle ejid Carr,on (39) report that cows I 'ed alfall 'a hay 
produced aiilk raorw susc-rtl  bla to oxldi?0d flavor than cov;s 
on othar roughaKaf..  Likevifie, Henderson and Hoadhouso (75) 
found that three covs produced e fat more stable in nature 
v;hen laaintained on an oat b.ay ration than v.hen alfalfa hay 
vms fuci.  No significant difference in the rate of oxidation 
of the fat when animals i-era maintained on the dry and graen 
alfalfa raginas v;ar o observod. 
ividsnce hava been prosanted, vhich seems to indicate 
that th^ro is soiao r  . lationshlp batv.:;  ;n the suscaptibility 
of railk to the devi-lop uiDt of oxidized flavor and thw per­
centage of unsaturated fats in tha uillk. Hoviaver, under 
noraial feeding conditions, i t  is doubtful as to whether 
or not the percentage of unsaturated fats v.ould be increased 
sufficiently to produce a niilk vith an increased tendency 
to develop an oxidized flavor. 
c.  ..T.ge of the cov;. Many v^or'vers consider the age of 
the cov; in the production of oxidised .iiill:  of l«ss importance 
tlian other factors. This vlev/ is sustained by Gutiji ' ie and 
BruecKnsr (69) rho fovmd no a parent relationship betM'ean 
age of cov.s and the occurrenoe of osiai7,ed-flavor in their 
milk. Contrary to tliis,Heniug and Dahlberg (8i) coiapared 
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the milk from six first calf heifers vith that from six 
mature cows. Of 58 samplys of pasttnirized milk from the 
heifers scored the first day after i t  vas pasteurised 6,8 
pur c>jnt devolopod an oxidized flavor, vhoreas nono of 
thu 57 saiuplus from the cov s dovolopvid an off-flavor. A 
comparison of ths sanxc; milk on the third day after pasteur­
ization shov.ed £4.5 pcir cont ojcidized fox- the haif^rs and 
lE.O p'-ir cant for thu covn. On tho thiixl i;ay after pasteur­
ization a comparison of this saiae aiilic vith 0.£5 p.p.m. of 
coppar added sho ed that 84.4 per cent of the millf from the 
heifers and 79.3 per cent from the cov.s hod an oxidiyod 
flavor. .Viiile this ej,cperiment vas on a small seal.-,  d'-sfinite 
evidence is presented which indicates a cIok^j relationship 
batv. 'oen age and Lhe incidence of oxlUi- '-ed flavor in milk. 
In a study of os;idi?;dd flavor in tlij  milk of iadlvidual 
coY.'s Corbett and Tracy (34) collected five hundred and 
thirty-eight samples from 13b covr over a period of six 
months. Of the metal-free milk saiaples, 1.48 per cent and 
10.01 per cent had an oxidized flavor after 1 and 3 day 
holding p eriods, respectively. Of the samples to vhich 1 
p.p.m. copper was added, 76.b per cent and 91.7 per cent 
had an oxidized flavor after 1- and 3- days storage periods, 
respectivGly. The data \vere analyzed to determines the 
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correlation batweon oxidised flavor development and bread 
of cov?, of animal, period of lactation, milk and fat 
yields. Comparison on th-a rolatlonsisip of age of cov to 
occurrence of oxidized Llavor rovaalod that tv.-o- cir.d thraa-
ye-ar old covs gaw xalli< (1 p .p . iu.  Cu added) vtiich developed 
oxidizwid flavor to a gr jat^^r dagru-: than tliat frora old-ir 
cows. Thrf groatast inoidsucH of oxidised flavor d'av.jlopmsnt 
in a raatal-freo railk hold ttoea days v/ac also in that pro­
duced by GOV'S under 5 years or aga. The avor;igis woro 10.10 
par CLiiit  for the younger co^'.s a ad 4. £7 for'  the covs 5 yjars 
or older. 
.iVidanca (34, 69, SO) has been pressjntad rhich pointc. 
rather conclusively t  ^  a  vary cloae ralatlonship batvaen age 
and the occurrcinca of o:ddi?,- id  f lavvor  in ndlk.  Thio sjoras  
to be a specially true of first call '  heifers. 
Broad o:.t '  the cov;. Vury l i t t lo vork lias been re­
ported on thu raliitl  onsMp of breed of cov: to the incidenca 
of oxidir.ad flavor in lallk. 
Ons of the earliest dxporiia nta conccrning this rala-
tionship \^aa p^rfornidd by .Guthriij  and Bruecknsr (69). Tbey 
examined sampljf; of liiilk from lijo covt^ in fivo hordt ai ' tar 
i t  Vv'aa pastyarl ' / .-ui ai\d stor-c;d in brovn glass boT;tlus, Ap-
proximaldly 10 por cant producad iollk vhich ddvalopid only 
slight oxidi ' . 'dd flavor. No relationship could be established 
betv;6an bread and thd developmant of oxidized flavor in the 
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milk. 
Using small groups of COVJS from each breed Stebnitz 
and SoiTL'Qer (147) observed that the milk fat from Rolstain 
cows on vintor rations v^as mora susceptible to ozidation 
than that froui the other breeds. The luilk fat froni the 
Guernsey and Ayrshire had an sxceptionaily high stability 
value, 
7;Mtnah, Martin, and Beck (165), in a study to de-
tQrmina tha relationship between carotene, lecithin, and 
vitamin C and the occurrence of oxidized flavor, also made 
soiae observations relative to the relationship between 
breed of cov and incidence of oxidized flavor, oaiuples of 
morning itiilk from the four bre ids of dairy cov s in the 
College h ird (60-70 head)v. 'are collected in glass bottles 
on three consecutive days during the months of December to 
April inclusive. The oxidized flavor v-as detected in IS. 7 
par cent of the 922 samples examined during the regular 
montixly hard test.  They found that the frequency vith 
Vvhich oxidized flavor developed in the lailk of the different 
breeds was in the order (starting vith the high'-st),  Holstoin, 
Ayrshire, Guernsey and Jersey. This report contradicts that 
by Guthrie et al.  (69). 
In a later experixiient these same vori:ers (18) exairiined 
11S7 samples (50-70 cov;s) of rav. milk held 3 days at 40°F. 
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and found an oxidized flavor in 11 per cent of the samples. 
Oxidized flavor occiirrdd in 6.1 p-jr cent of the Jersey saiaplas, 
7.3 per cent of tha Guijrusay saiaplas, 15.8 par cent of the 
Holstein Gaaipl^ e and 19.4 per cont of the Ayrshire samples. 
This report differs from their previous one (165) in that 
the Holstiiin and Ayrshire breeds are ravorsjd v.lth respect 
to the frequency with vMch oxidi?;ed flfivor devalop^id. 
In contradiction to the v.-ork done by Vhitnah et al.  
(IS, 165) and Stebnitz and Soiamer (147) and in agree,Tisnt 
v.lth that dona by Guthria and Brueckner (69) ip a rather 
recent report by Gorbitt  and Tracy (34). They studied tha 
incidence of oxidized flavor in the inilk of Individual coxvs 
within one herd. Llore of the details of th-ir methods of 
e/.pari:uentatlon are included under section c."Ago of the 
cov. ' ." Their comparisons revealed l i t t le difference betvaen 
the various breeds so far as occurrence and development of 
oxidi ' /od flavor are concerned, though the Ayrshire breed 
seemed soracvhat less susceptible. 
iiividence has been presented vhich indicates that breed 
may (18, 165, 147) or may not (34, 69) be a factor in the 
extent of oxidized flavor development. Since carotene vhen 
added to milk definitely inhibits the development of oxi­
dized flavor (and vitamin A does not) i t  seems qui te  logical 
that milk vith a naturally high ctiroteno content should be 
lass susceptible. 
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e.  Miscellaneous.  Thus far  tha reviuw of l i terature 
has been ooncorn-iid pri-aari ly r i th flavor factors v,-hich ara 
affected by tx 'eatnient of thj  cov. '  in  the production of milk 
and v.hich have; a  aorvi or  Idss direct  bjaring on ths results  
of this  axpari .uent.  IJ^edloss to say,  there ore nurajrous 
other causes of oxidised f lavor in /ailk and craam v hich have 
not been it tdxit ioni: ;d.  Th' j  grouping of these factors under this  
heading doas not in any v,ay reflact  on thair  iraportance rela­
t ive to th ' i  occurranca of oxidized f lavor in milk.  On the 
contrary,  they are probably as i iuportant or iaora important 
than any of thu factors alr-jady reviv^ved and should receive 
due consideration v/hen t rying to produce milk of a high 
quali ty,  Howovoi-,  i t  is  folt  that  since they have l i t t le  
bearing on this experiaent,  i t  is  only necessary to point  
out th«ir  significance vlth respect to the development of 
oxidized f lavor.  
The occurrence of laost  oxidized flavors in dairy products,  
aspaciully milk aud butter ,  after  the milk is  produced, seeit is  
to bo x 'elated pri iaari ly to the presence of oxidizable metels.  
In order for any metal  to corrode or to affect  the dairy 
product,  i t  ii iust  be capable of entering into solution,  several  
factors seea;  to influenca the effectiveness of metals in cata­
lyzing oxidative processes,  na.i iuly,  (a)  the kind of metal ,  
( b )  t h e  t e m p e r a t u r e  o f  m i l k  a t  t i u i o  o f  c o n t a m i n a t i o n ,  a n d  
( c )  t h e  r e l a t i o n  o f  m e t a l  c o n t a m i n a t i o n  t o  p a s t e u r i z a t i o n .  
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The matals effective in causing oxidized flavcr s are 
mainly iron, copper and copper alloys. Probably the first 
to attribute oxidized (oily) flavor in buttur to iron con-
tatnination vas •.eigfaan (164) in 1891. Latar others (72,90) 
noted tids sarua rolationship vvhlla Rice (130) found a dis­
tinct oxidised flavor in svsytonod condensed railk vhich de­
veloped during i ts processing in coi:)por oxide-coated pans. 
Golding and Feiliaan (64) were probably the first v-ork-
ers to report the effect of copper on the flavor of lailk. 
Since that time the relatlonvShip of copper and iron to the 
development of oxidised flavor in lallk and cream has been 
noted by a large nuiaber of investigators (1£9, 43, 64, 68, 
104, 146, 150, 154). In many of these studies this flavor 
has been referred to frequently as cappy, cardboard, oxi­
dized, papery, metallic, eiaery, olsagenious, and tiillowy. 
I t  is the concensus of opinion ataong aiost investigators 
that this flavor is the result of oxidation and that the 
term "oxidized" is the most appropriate. 
In an effort to explain the action of copper in produc­
ing oxidiv-.ad flavor in xriilk, Olson, Brovn, and Carson (114, 
115) have recently made a very interesting, rather recent 
report.  They point oat that the development of oxidized 
flavor in milk seems to be closely associated with the ioniza­
tion of copper and i ts destruction of ascorbic acid. Apparently 
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anything vrhich decreases the ionization of coppar vlll  in 
turn retard the dustruction of ascorbic acid and in this 
manner tend, to retard oxidized fisvor d'-veiopiu-mt. TLdse 
\vorkyrs showed that citric acid, ascorbic acid, fjiid aaino 
acids form copper coinpluxes vith copper and thereby decrease 
thy ionization of copper. 
Numerous factors involvc^d in th-a processing of milk and 
cream hav- been shovn to ba related to the production of oxi­
dized flavor, priiiiarily through cateilytic action on cietuls 
VJith vjhich tha lailk and creara come in contact.  Only a favv' 
of the moro iraportant onss vill  bo mentioned. 
Tanporature v as one of the first factors chovn to pro­
duce a catal^/tlc uff jct on metnls and thereby an increased 
tendency for an oxidised fl^svor to d3Vo>lop in milk and craam. 
Rice and tliscall (129) shoved that 1-JSS copper as dissolved 
at boiling temp jrat are than at roora t  a.unaratur-j .  Though all  
Investigators do not agree as to the teinpjraturti  of milk and 
cream vvhich favors the graatest corrosion of ^iiotiils,  many 
(61, 62, 63, IHo, l ':9, 159, 166) have demonstrated that 
temperature plyys an important role in this r- '-spect.  
Though probably not as iniportaiit  i .s temperature!, tho 
presence of oxygon is .another factor vhioh has been shov. 'n 
to increase tho rate of corrosion, whsrt^as tbe presence oJ> 
carbon dioxide decreased i t  (61, 6S, 63, 103, 1:j9) .  
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One of the most important factors which causos the de-
velopmynt of oxidiz-ad flavor in deiry products "iud with 
which the dairy industry has bo^n quite concernad is light. 
As aarly as 1894 Von Ilecki (161) observed that butter raust 
be kapt av.^ay from direct sunlight and at a lov terapuratur-j 
bo uiaintain it>j :uali ty. The. deteriorating effect of l ight 
on milk was brought to the attention of inv-cJstif7 .ators as 
early as 1307 by Burr (29). In 1930 Ha;uaar and Cordes (72) 
found that a tallovy flavor davelopad in iidlk vnon exposed 
to sunlight in plain glass bottles. Various other v/oricars 
(£2, 26, 57, 70, 73, 76, 146, 150, 172) hava proved that 
light has an important accelerating affect on fat oxidation. 
Other factors, such as bacterial action (5*-, 91, 137, 
151, Ib ' i i ,  Ibii,  156) and snti-oxidants (41, 4' ,  121) have 
boen shorn to bvj intarrolatod vitl;  the djvolopraent of oxi­
dised flavor in dairy products. 
I t  soofHK to be tha concensus of opinion among most in­
vestigators that of till  thG factors concaru^jd in bringing 
about oxidative changus in dairy products metallic contamina­
tion, particularly bj'- coppor, is the most important at prasant. 
5. Rancid i ' lavor 
This flavor is usually characterised by a bittsr flavor 
and a rancid odor, suggestiva of butyric and other lov molecular 
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v/eight fatty acids (47). 
Lipase activity is generally regarded as one of the 
causes, if  not tii '3 sole cause, of natural rancidity. In 
1922, Rice and kiarkley (IJ '8) r-ivaalod that lipaue,a term 
raserved for those lipolytic enzy^nss vhich split  the natural 
neutral fats,  is norm,?iIly present in milk. Gince thsn other 
workers (81, 32, 65, 93, 92, 121, 124) have verified the 
presence of lipase in milk. 
Palmer (119) demonstrated a tjrpe of bitter milk (rancid 
milk), -which he associated vith advanced lactation and vith 
the difficulty of churning cream produced from lata-lactation 
milk. He related this difficulty to the formation of soaps 
which accompany the liberation of free fatty acids during 
lipase fermentation. Little (97) shoved that the Mlk pro­
duced by certain covs after eight months of lactation had 
a higher pK, per cent of chlorides and cell content than the 
milk that the sauio cov-s produced during the first four months 
of the saruo or succeeding lactation periods, ThJvse results 
would tend to favor Palmer's (119) hypothesis. 
Contrary to Talaier 's results,  Roahen and i.)ommer (156) 
failed to note a relationship betveen lipolysis and stage 
of lactation in their study of milk fr in 18 cov s at knovm 
stages of lactation. In support of Roahon and Soramer's 
(1S6) V'ork Herrington and Krukovsky (62) m.da a study of 
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lipolysis in tho milk of 61 cows in v.hicii they found a great 
deal of variation in lipolytic action auiong the milks of 
individui-xl cows. They w«r-3 unable to obtain a correlation 
bstv.aen thd rat-s of lipolysis and the Btage of lactation, 
stage of gestation, or thv:; milk production of the individual 
cov. 's» The results of this v'ork ar-i contradictory to those 
reported by Pal^aar (119). 
In this conn^-jction, Anderson (3) and j^inderson at al.  
(5) state that tho covs usad in their study produced milk 
frae of rancid, and oxidized flavors vhen machine-cured 
alfalfa hay \ .as fad, vhareas the milk produced vhen poor 
field-cur ad alfalfa hay v, as fed devolopt^d oith^r an oxi­
dized or rancid flavor. Th^so observations vor-i m^;do during 
the autui.m, vlnter, and npring on tvo larg'i  farmr;. Oxidized 
flavors as v.-ell as rancid flavors v are elimin tad by the 
addition of carrots to th^j ration. Thu factor, or factcrs, 
rasponsiblo for the oroduction of good-flavox ad railk appeared 
to ba present in high quality carrots to a much graater ox-
tent than in aia chine-cured alfalfa. 
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B. factors Related to the Chsraical Constants 
of Butterfat and the Body and Consistency 
of Butter 
1• Oharaoter of the Ration 
Svidonca has already bean presented that feeds, as v^ell 
as many othor factors, may exert a pronounced eff-^ct on th^i 
flavor and quBlity of milk. Llkevdse, i t  has been knovn for 
aom<-5 ti/Uii that feeds (50, Sd) may also have a noticeable in­
fluence on the ohera^c^ll coru^-tante of butterfat.  
As i t  is evident thst the fat content of a feed is the 
priniary constituent vhich effects the chemical constants of 
butterfat,  i t  might be veil to mention briefly soaie vork con­
cerning th-.i  relationshit) betveen food fats and ailk fuLt":.  
Holland et al.  (B7) state that neither proteins nor carbo­
hydrates havu any appreciable influenc-j in changing tJje 
chemical compositions of the butterfr-t.  On the otlier hand, 
different oils and fats do modify, to an extent, the chemical 
com.position of butterfat,  the modifiuntion depending upon 
the composition of the oils and fats fed. 
Relative to the normal composition of milk fat,  Hilditch 
and Jasperon (BP) state that while oleic acid is the chief 
unsaturai.ed acid in butterf,?t,  six others may be present in 
small proportions, to feather v.ith nine satwated acids of 
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which palmitic acid is present in largest amount, although 
thare are appraclable amounts of butyric, myristic, and 
stearic acids. In this connoction, Peterson, Palmer, and 
lickles (l30) point out that the modification of milk fat by 
thd diet occurs in opposition to the normal tendency of the 
gland to sac3:"ete a product of constant composition. They 
theori^.ed that ths blood precursor of milk fat is first 
transformed into glandu].ar fat,  intermediate in character 
betv;. ' .-)en body fal- and milk fat.  
Oonsidarable v/ork concerning the influance of food fats 
upon blood lipids and iailk fats has bson conducted by Maynard, 
McCay, and I.Iadsjn (106), In one oxperim^nt, the Iodine num­
bers of ths blood lipids and th ' j  milk fats v.  > ru  followed when 
covjs Vi'aro fod rations containing fats having a lov' and high 
iodine nucubor. In one-half of tha casss a aiarkad change in 
the iodine number vas noted in a composite; of the milk se­
creted during the first 16 hours follov.lng a changa in 
ration, in all  cases vithin tho next 24 hours, vhila the 
maximum change vas attained v.tthin threu or four days. The 
data Indicate that the seoreLion of milk fat in lactation 
must pursue a vory direct course from food fat to milk fat 
or that tho various proc^isses involvad in an indirect course 
must take placa very rapidly. This vork is in agreement vith 
that of aarli>:»r workers (uO, 89, 110) that the food eaten by 
tho cow, especially when the oil content is high, is closoly 
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related to the quality oT fat producad. 
Soybeana and cottouseed products were among the first 
protein fjeds selected for study because of thair economic 
importance as v;all as the obvious changes in the character 
of butter vhioh accompany th^ir use in excessive amounts. 
;iS early a.s 1094, Brooks (EC) reported that butter made 
from cream produced by cov.-s fed soybeans vas of a higher 
color and much n-iore desirable in textaxe and flavor than 
that raade from cream produced by covs fed a cottonseed ration. 
Otis (116) and Lindsay, et al.  (96) agreed that the feeding 
of soybeans and soybean iieal produced a soft butter if  they 
constituted as liiuch as 50 per cent of the grain mi-xture. Otis 
considered i t  possible for a dairyaian to obtain butter of any 
concist.^ncy by regulating the proportions of cottonseed aeal 
and soybean meal in the ration. Olson (113) at the 3outh 
Dakota otation concluded that even vhon soybeans constituted 
75 to 100 per cent of the grain ration, t ie effect on butter 
is not easily detected by inspuction. On the other hand, 
Gfoodale (55) reports that vhen soybe.ins constituted one-
half of the grain mixture, the butter becnrne so soft that 
great care was necessary to keep from ovc^r-vorking i t ,  and 
ill-effects wore produced rhon the b'jans constituted only 
one-fourth of the mixture. probable explanation for the 
differences in results obtained by these vorK^rs may be the 
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region and climatic conditions under which the experiments 
ware conductsd. 
V.ork by I ' . ' i l l iains (167) at the lov.a Station supports 
previous Investigations (65) that soybi^ans i l l  produce 
a soft,  almost colorlBss butter if  fad in excassive amounts. 
By coaiparing tha iodino valuijs of th:3 soybean oil  and the 
butt^rfat h^i concluded that whun cov/e consumad as nmch as 
1.5 to E pounds of soybean oil  dally, tlu dffyct of the oil  
on tho milk fat raa the saoa-i as if  23 p-ar cant of i t  had 
been mixed v-itii  thu original buttJrfat.  Thj effect was Just 
about ono-half as great vhen pounds of soybeans ivera fad. 
lie also pointed oat that v.hen soybean oil vas fed vithout 
extraction froia the soyooans there v-as a dacro-asa in milk 
yield, emd an incrJasa in butberfat production, vhila vhen 
fed as free oil,  tlie off-sct on yields o£ milk and fat v.ere 
in the opposite di recti on. V.heu the free oil v.as fed the 
iodine and thiocyanogen numbers wwro at tiieir uiaxiiuuia and 
the Keichyrt-Meissl and Polenrike valu-js vere at thuir adni-
mura. The oleic acid content was Mghest during the oil feed­
ing and tha linolic and daring the soyb-jan feeding periods. 
As early as 1897, :vioore (109) detected no deleterious 
effect on the coraposition of thu butter fat when cows vera 
getting as cauch aE 5 pounds of cottonseed iueal or 6 pounds 
of cottonseod per day, if  fed in combination vith corn silage, 
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hay and bran. In later work, icklas and Palmar (51) found 
that cottonseed products xvhen fad to covs decreased the 
saponification and Reichort-.idissl nuuttbors and increased 
the iodin-j number of tht: buttor. Tho but tar frequently had 
a firm, gu;ii '[iy body, a flat,  oily testa and tho ability to 
withstand relativuly higth tempyratures v;ithout losing its 
body. Their suggisstion rygardi.ng tha improvsni '-jnt of the 
keeping qiiality of butter by fooding cottonseed pro.iucts is 
as follove: rh3y stated that as much as t  pounds of cotton-
soed ni-;al / .aay ba fed daily vith a liberal ration of corn 
silage without seriously affticting tha xBarliot quality of 
tha butter,  ' ' i th the dry feeds, auout 3 pounds daily would 
bti a liberal cottonsosd ration if the- proC'uction of high grade 
butter is at etako. In a rec^int ruport : . l i l l3r and ' . iP3 (107) 
found that tho feeding of cottonsjad lujal as the only concon-
trato cotnparad  vith faodlng a normal grain iai: ' : ture decrossed 
the saponification number and incre£)sod tha iodint; number 
and RsfractiV'ci Index of tho buttarfat.  
I^easham and Galpi (111) state thnt a buttor of fairly 
normal consistancy can b j produGad v>han cottonsaed meal con­
stitutes PC por cout of thj concentrate aiixturc!. Howtjvor, 
40 psr oont cottonseed luoal may produco buttor of abnormally 
hard consist jncy, ospocially v hrfn fod v/i th dry foods. Groen 
pastura and good corn silaga xaay counteract so-aov. 'hat tha 
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effects of cottonseed meal on buttar quality. The counter­
acting effect of green pasture may be explained by tha vork 
of Dean und Hilditch (45) and Hunzinker (69). They f-^und 
that v/hen cov/s go on pasture thtjre is an incroase in tha 
oleic and linolaic acide of the fat secreted. 
Because most of the experiments had been conducted on 
unbalanced and uncommonly used rations, Ovarmann and Garrett 
(117) studied the influence of certoin balanced rations on 
the chemical and physical properties of milk fat.  Three 
grouns of covs were fed special grain mixtures, so composed 
that iSO per Cant of the total protein of the mixture vas 
supplied by either cottonseed moal, l inseed meal or ground 
soybeans. Corn silage and good (luality alfalfa hay v^ere fed 
liberally throughout the exporinant. The results shov that 
the differences between the fats produced on these different 
rations were not large enough to bu of particular interest.  
A'.aong t l ie more recently reported vork on this subject 
is that by Herzer et al.  (33). They found that cottonseed 
hulls produced a loxv-scoring butter,  vhich acquired a very 
noticeable firm, gummy texture. Soybean meal counteracted 
considerably the firm, gummy texture produced by the feed­
ing of cottonseed meal. Finally these v. 'orkers state that 
quite desirable effects on the texture of butter may be 
obtained by the proper proportioning of soybean and cotton­
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seed meals in the dairy ration. 
Hill and Palmer (85) l ist  the follovdng points relative 
to the effect of certain feeds on the properties of milk fat 
and butter: (1) when barley constitutes 35-50^ of the di­
gestible nutrients of a lov fat ration, along vith alfalfa 
or tiiaothy hay, a hard butt erf at vlth a lov iodine value is 
produced; (B) \vhen oats or corn are substituted for 35-50?^ 
of the digestible nutrients of a lov fat ration, containing 
alfalfa hay, the physical characteristics of the butter pro­
duced are satisfactory from the oHrket standpoint; (S) v/hen 
0.6 pound or more of linseed moal is fed daily the butterfat 
produced shows a significant increase in the content of fatty 
acids less saturated than oleic acid. 
Granfiald (37) feeding cocoanut cake and linseed cake, 
and Cranfield and Taylor (38) feeding linseed cake and hemp-
seed cake, found that vhen cows v, 'er3 r.imoved from poor pas­
ture to well balanced rations containing these products a con­
siderable rise in the Reichert-Meissl,  l l irschner, and Polanske 
numbers and a fall  in the refractive index of tha fat occurred. 
V.'ork relative to tha effect of roughages on the fat con­
stants has been reported by Herzer, tioore, and Cowsert (83). 
They set forth the following conclusions: (1) Johnson grass, 
Sudan grass, Bermuda grass, soybean and lespedeza hays, v;hen 
fed to covi's,  may produce butter vlth a flavor and texture 
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equivalent to that produced on alfalfa hay; (2) the fat 
constants of the bvitters produced from these hays vere not 
significantly different from those of the butter produced 
from alfalfa hay, vith the exception of laspedoza, vhich 
produced a higher iodine number; (3) the cows fed 8W':iet po­
tatoes yielded butter that was firmer and harder than that 
produced v .hen sorghum silage v;as fed. Eov/ever, this butter,  
with an improved flavor, cleaned up quickly and left no 
trace of gumiiilnass. 
In general,  the feeding of starches and carbohydrates 
have an opposite offect on the butterfat constants than do 
protein feeds rich in oils.  Eunziker, et al.  (89) state 
that feeds rich in vegetable oils,  as v-el 1 as blue gr':<ss 
pastiu-e, produce a soft butter relatively high in olein and 
low in volatile fatty acids, rhile feeds rich in starches 
and sugars and poor in vegetable oilt- tond to produce 
opposite effects. 
Amberger (2) observed an appreciable lov.-ering of the 
iodine number and an increase in the Reichert-Msissl and 
Polenske nurabers vhen cows consumed beets. A substitution 
of sucrose for the beets produced similar changes, but not 
so great.  Boas and ' .eyland (19) obtained a Reichert-i/ .eissl 
number of 26.16, Polenske number of 6.16, saponification 
number of 2S4.E and an iodine number of 24.£2 when sugar 
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beets were fed exclusively. Similarly, Siegfeld (141, 142), 
Fritzsche (54) and Lulrrlg, et al. (99), in their study of 
beet leaves and beet tops, noted an increase in Reichert-
Meissl, Polenske, and saponification numbers and a decrease 
in the iodine nuiabor and refractive index of the fat. Ac­
cording to Zaitschek (171) ,  potatoes very sijiilar to turnips 
in producing a fat having higher .Reichert-J/ieissl and saponi­
fication numbers than when the cows rare fad a dry feed. 
2. Physical Conditions of the Cow 
As early as 1916 i^ckles and Palmer (49 ,  50) studied the 
influence of the plane of nutrition of the cov; upon the 
compoEition and properties of milk and butterfat. Over­
feeding and underfeeding experiments were conducted in v/hicii 
the planes of nutrition variwd from normal to plus 104 per 
cent and from 15 to 70 per cent belov normal. They dis­
covered that underfeeding exerts a far greater influence on 
the composition and properties of milk and butterfat than 
does overfeeding. Underfeeding caused a marked reduction 
in the saponfication and Reichert-Msissl numbers and an in­
crease of about 15 units in the iodine nuiabsr of the butter­
fat. 3uch effects appeared to reach their greatest intensity 
V v 'hen the cov; v;as held on abovxt a 40 p«r cent subnortaal plane 
of nutrition. Continuous underfeeding rsfulted in a partial 
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return to normal of the fat constants from tha most abnormal 
valua s. 
These v,oricers point out that the state of flesh and. the 
plane of nutrition of the aniraal previous to underfeeding ap­
parently havd no wffact on the fat constants. On the other 
hand, tha dagrao of underfeeding and the length of the under­
feeding pariod appear to influence the fat constants. Data 
obtained by thace investigators (49) warrant thvi general 
conclusion that normal luilk and butter are to be expected 
when tha cow is on a supernormal plane of nutrition as v»'all 
as vhen tha plane of nutrition is normal, providing there 
are no other influencing factors. 
In support of the v.ork by L^ckles and Palmer (50) is a 
more racent report by Henderson and Roadhouse (V6). Samples 
of milk were collected from tvo cov.s vhich were maintained 
on normal rations and then reduced to submaintenance rations 
of 12 pounds of alfalfa hay per day. The length of each 
regime v.as from 48 to 60 hours. Analysis of thu butterfat 
revealed that the iodine numbers of the fats from the cows 
•were increased about 17.3 units during the submaintenance 
regime. 
Smith (144) and Smith and Dastur (143) have made some 
Interesting studies relative to the effect of inanition on 
the blood lipoids and composition of milk fat. In one of 
the experiments (143) where feed vas withheld from the covs 
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for a period of 12 days pronounced changes were produced in 
the composition of the buttarfat. The iodina number incraased 
about 10 units during the first day of the fast end then mors 
slov/ly to 16 units at the end of the pariod. The Kaichert-
Meissl value decreased about IS units during the first day 
and than more slowly to approximately 16 units at the end of 
the period. This increase in iodine number is in agreement 
with that obtained by other workers (49, 50, 76) during 
similar studies. Further analysis (143) revealed that the 
chief change in the millc fat ^^>as a diioinution of about 80 
per cent in the original content of lov^er fatty acids up to 
and including a deficiency v;hich was compensated almost 
entirely by an increase in oleic acid content. 
Smith (144) yas xinable to explain the changes in the 
chemical constants of butterfat in a study of the effect of 
inanition on the blood lipoids of the lactating cow. No 
changes in the lipoid content of the blood was found. As 
an explanation. Smith and Dastur (143) point out that at 
present there is no means of analyzing the triglyceride 
fatty acids of the blood by themselves but only when mixed 
with those originally present as cholestarylesters. There 
is, therefore, every possibility that the triglyceride acids 
of the blood may change and yat i t  may be impossible to de­
tect the change. 
Brouwer and Martin (SI) made an interesting observa- . 
t ion on tha influence of the injection of dinitrophenol on 
the flavor aiid composition of goat's milk vhich is similar 
to that made by other Investigators (49, 50, 76). After 
the subcutaneous injection of this substance, a production 
of alkaline milk and an increase of about 15 units in the 
iodine number of the milk fat resulted. Because of the 
diminution in food consumption, due to a diminished appetite, 
and an analogous increase in the iodine value of the milk fat, 
i t  is suggested that the reserve body fat was utilized for 
the production of butterfat. 
5. Climatic Conditions 
It has been known (30, 44, 46) for sometime that dairy 
oov;s can vithstand long periods of exposure to tempyraturas 
as lov.'  as zero degrees Fahrenheit with little loss either 
to production or in the efficiency of food utilization. 
Hovviever, temperatures in excess of 85°F- have a marked detri­
mental effect (187). 
Other than seasonal effects, v.hich have to do primarily 
with the types of feeds received by the animal, the effect 
that climatic conditions may have on the chemical constants 
of butterfat have received little scientific interest. 
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Hilditch and Sleightholme (84) observed a general change 
in tha composition of butterfat, largely in the oleic acid 
content, v;hich they attributed mainly to "winter conditions" 
(that is, eithar the change frora outdoor to indoor conditions 
or from grass to indoor rations or both), and probably also 
to seasonal changes of tamperaturu^ These workers conclude 
that tha influence of added fat in the diet ir; of a minor 
order as compared vith that duo to othwr causes. 
The work of Dean and Hilditch (45) support that of the 
above v .ov 'a .^ t s  (84), Th=iy point oat that the saasonal rise 
in tha iodine value of the fat is rather abrupt, the change 
being completed vlthin two or three weeks after the cov.^s 
have been changed to pasture. Th'O degree of saturation of 
the v'inter fats may vail be governud by at least three fac­
tors, naiiiely, (a) an increase in saturation, relative to 
that of suiuiuer pasture railk fats, caused by either the in­
door life or the indoor diet (or both), (b) the slow increase 
in unsaturated acid content due to increasing age of the 
animals, (c) a seasonal variation dependent upon the average 
temperature of a particular vinter. liilditch and Sl<?ightholme 
(84) also noted that the degree of saturation of the fats 
produced in winter may be related to temperature. 
In a later work Regan and Rich'^rdson at the California 
Station (126) report a study on the reactions of the dairy 
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cov; to changes in enviroiunontal tamporatures. A large 
psychrometrie room was used in vhich thw tomperature vas 
increasf3d from 40 to 100°F. vhila air movement and rela­
tive homidity were maintained at the constant valuas of 
50 feet per minuta, and 60 per cent rospectively. It  was 
found that at 80 or 85°F. depending upon the bread, a 
pyrexial point vas reached vh«ra the anicials vera no longer 
able to maintain heat balance. As the room temperature v;aa 
elevated above this paint, anorexia developed, milk flov de­
clined, and an alteration occurred in the characteristics of 
the mills; produced, which included a lowering of the casein 
and serum solids content, and an increase in the percentage 
of butterfat. The pPT of the milk v.'as raised, the freezing 
point was depressed, and a longer rennet coagulation time 
was required. The butterfat secreted vas lov.er in volatile 
acids and higher in unsatvirated compounds. These vorksrs 
suggest that the changes in the characteristics of the 
butterfat secreted at high te-npereturo may best be explain­
ed as the result of "hyperthermic undernutrition.'* 
4. Stage of Lactation and Gtestation 
Eoicles and Shaw (48) state that the fat constants are 
far less influenced by the breed ond individuality of the 
animals than by stage of lactation. Their data imply that 
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the iodine numbdr is rath'^r high during tha first month of 
lactation after which it  BUboidas and remains at a fairly 
constant lavol iintil tho fifth or sixth month, v. 'hen i t  
starts to incri:;aGa, Liksv-is'i ,  Palmor and -pieties (118) 
found that the fat of cov's railk during tha later stage of 
lactation is ciiaractari^.ed by a great denrassion of the 
saponification and Roichart-;ieiscl numbers and a graat in-
craasa in iodine value and melting point. Kuhlman and Gallup 
(94) also observed that butterfat produced in the early part 
of the lactation period had a higher iodine valua than tliat 
produced in the later part. 
/iS ragards tho affycts of gastatioi;, Palmer and icicles 
(118) stated that gestation itself dxerts no influence on 
the composition of either cow's milk or human'E ittiliC, but 
i t  may indirectly affect it  by hastening the close of lacta­
tion v.'hich itself exerts maricad changes on the composition 
of milk. 
An intar.'Sting phase of this problam, vhich might have 
some bearing on the affjct of lactation and gestation on 
tha fat c-mstants of buttv^rfat, v;as studiod by Llaynard, 
Harrison and ivicGay (105). They recorded tire changes in the 
tot.il fatty acids, phospholipid fatty acids, and cholestrol 
contunt of the blood di-U-i ug the dry period and the early 
vjeaks of lactation whan animals woiy fed according to produo-
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tlon and also at a constant level. Their data indicate a 
rapid rise in the lipid curves during the first part of the 
lactation and then a gradual decline as tho production sub­
sides, reaching a very lov- level during the dry period. 
Since the COVJS v-ere fed according to production, tha fat in­
takes vjere highest when the blood lipids v;era highest and 
vice versa. It  might be concluded that the changes in blood 
lipids Vi-ere merely the result of differences in intaite and 
have no significant relationship to maiomary activity. Hov;-
ever, that same rise in the blood lipids folloving the initia­
tion of nxillc secretion vas observed In exporinientE vith 
animals held at a constant level of food and fat int'^.ke dur­
ing the dry period and the eerly iveelcrof lactation. This 
suggests that the stage of lactation has an influence upon 
the blood lipids independent of any effect vhlch changes 
in the fat intake may exert. 
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Tv'o experimants to determino the." effect of cracked soy­
beans and llnsoed cil laeal vhen oach supplied ths principal 
protrfln of the grain mixture fed to dairy co^'S upon the 
flavor of milk aud cr3a.11 aro h^srsln reported. 
During the coursa of ths first axperiiiisnt, several im­
portant wayi". in i. 'hich the ezporiraantal d'-Sign and techniques 
might be iaiproved were discovered. T,he sacond experitaent v.-as 
modified to incorporate these. -.liJre necapsary both ezpari-
mants have been brought together for the purpose of clarify­
ing the resvslts. 
A. Experiment I  
1. Experlmantal Prooedure 
used. Ti'. 'anty Holstoin cows of the lova State 
Oollega hard varc paired into tv.'o groups so that each pair 
v.'as siaiilar ao to ago, Rir?e, stage of lactation and production. 
Data concarning these covs ar. '  found in Table 1. 
b. Feeding and management. The covs vere fed alfalfa 
hay at the approximate rate of tvo pounds for each one hundred 
livav-eight and grain at the rate of ona pound f ir each three 
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pounds of milk produced. The grain mixtures were made up 
as follov^s: 
Ingredient 
Mixture I  
Parts by wt. 
Mixture II 
Parts by v^t. 
Cracked corn 400 400 
Oats EOO 200 
Wheat bran 200 200 
Linseed meal 100 
Cracked soybeans — - ICO 
Bonemeal 18 18 
Salt 9 9 
All animals v/ere fad thrico daily. The amounts of 
hay and grain eaten vA^re vjeighed and racordad. Water was 
available to the cows at all times. 
The GOVS wave milked ttiree times daily, at eight-hour 
intervals, aud iailk yields recorded. Only exercise given 
the cows was when they valked to the walk-through milking 
stalls, to the v.-eighing scales, and to the judging pavilion 
when they vere used in student judging classes. The butter-
fat test of each cow's milk was determined v^/eekly from a 
one-day composite sample. Their health and condition were 
observed and recorded from day to day. 
Table 1. Data on Cows Used in Experiment I 
Age a u llo. of Days Liveweight 
start previous fresh at at start 
Group Cow Breed of lac ta- start of of 
No. No. B:xperiiaent tions experiment experiment 
Yrs i*" Mos. Lbs. 
1 1712 Holstein 2 0 0 55 900 
2 1713 n 2 1 0 48 900 
1 1?0B If 2 9 0 13 980 
2 1696 tt 2 5 0 13 980 
1 1614 ft S - 1 1 38 1120 
2 1518 If 3 5 1 54 1071 
1 1599 ft 3 - 1 1 5 1227 
2 1561 ti 3 • 4 1 7 1226 
1 1587 3 - 2 1 15 1119 
2 1581 ft 3 1 1 47 1195 
1 1556 rt 3 - 6 2 103 1284 
2 1548 ti 4 -10 2 78 1210 
1 1557 » 3 - 8 1 46 1200 
2 1553 n 4 — 1 1 69 1300 
1 1497 it  5 - 5 1 9 1152 
2 1505 tt 3 8 1 32 1267 
1 1544 tt 5 - 5 3 60 1430 
2 1384 n 4 — 9 2 34 1149 
1 1528 H 7 - 6 3 48 1310 
2 1539 n 7 - 9 3 75 1251 
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During the 70-day preliminary period of the experiment, 
both groups of oovis recaived grain raixtura I ,  which contained 
linseed meal as the principal source of protein^ At the 
close of this pariod (January 6), tha animals in group 1 
continnad to r-aceive mixture I; v/hile those in group 2 v-are 
changed to grain mixture IT, which contained cracked soy­
beans as the principal source of protoin. Those rations 
were fed continuously for 74 days and than reversed (March 
21). For the remainder of the trial, V;hlch vas 49 days, 
group 1 received mixture II (cracked soybeans) and group 2 
received mixture I (Linseed meal). 
c. Collection and treatment of milk and cream samples. 
(1) Milk samples. Individual milk samplep vers 
taken in glass bottles and scored for flavor approximately 
three times each v ©ek dm-ing the experi.nent. Composite 
milk samples were taken approximntely tv.lce each week during 
the last three months of the experiment. iUl sample bottles 
and experimental equlpiuc^nt v. 'ere thoroughly cleaned and rinsed 
in chlorine viater before being uaed. H0V7:'Ver, the samples 
were not always iced-down or protected from sunlight, v^hich 
may account mrtly for the high percentage of observations 
of rancid and oxidized flavors obtained. Usually, the milk 
was scored within six hours after boing draxvn from the covv'S. 
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(2) Cream samplas. At periodic intervals repre­
sentative aliquot samples of a day's milk yield from eacJi 
group of cov;s v;ere separated promptly after each milking 
and the croam cooled to 40°F. as quickly as possiolci by 
means of ati ice-bath. a claan separator vas used for dach 
batch of tailk. The cream vas held in a ten-gallon milk can. 
As soon as the S4-haur composita of cream vas gathered, i t  
v;as taken to the laboratory vhere i t  v as churned, and the 
butter melted, centrifuged, and the fat filtered at a 
temporatiXT'-i of 60^ -  70°C. 
Some measure y.'as needed to determine when the full effect 
of the feed on the milk fat was reached. After some consid­
eration, the iodine number of the butterfat was selected as 
perhaps the best measure to use. It  v.as supposed that the 
iodine numbers of the butterfat vould soon stabilize themselves 
when the covc were fud a common ration. However, i t  becijme 
apparent as the experimont progressed that the iodine numbers 
did not stabilize as rapidly as had been suriposed by some 
workers and that i t  was necessary to find out how long a time 
was necessary before making a "cross-over" of feeds. This 
period of ticae can be detected more easily and more accurately 
when the iodine number of butterfat is determined frequently, 
such as V'as dona in this experiment. Many studies on the 
changes in fat composition reported by previous investigators 
have been made where the iodine nuiubar of butterfat v;as de-
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terminscl only two or three timss aach month. This v.-ould 
obviously fail to revaal many of tha fluctuationn in iodine 
nuiaber and Diight tend to donote an early or late stabiliza­
tion of the iodine number, oicher of Vvhlch might be vTong. 
Slncu the literature did not dijsclosa tha tronds in iodine 
numbers of butterfat except in relatively short-time feed­
ing trials, a nov objective vas injacted into tha experimant; 
To determine the long-time effect of feed on the iodine nuiabers 
of butterfat. l"'or this reason, there was no change in the 
feeding prograai follov/ing the one made at the end of the 
preliminary period until the latter part of tha trial. 
Iodine numbers of the milk fat were determined accord­
ing to the Hanus method given by tha A. 0. k .  C .  (7) approxi­
mately every five days during a period of aDout six months. 
The butter oil v;as stored in glass sample jars at lO'^O. un­
til  analyses vere completed. Ordinarily, this was accomplished 
within three-days' time. 
2, Results and Discussion 
a- Health and general condition of the cows. At no time 
during the experiment did the cov;S show a disinclination to 
eat their feed. One cow, 1548, was sent to the Veterinary 
Clinic for about ten days because of an abnormal svelling on 
tha left anterior part of her udder. She was not used in 
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the experiment again until about two weeks after she returned 
to the dairy farm. Development of a severe case of mastitis 
made i t  necessary to drop her from the experi^uent about seven 
veeks before the termination of the trial. Coincidentally, 
the cow, 1556, which v-as paired vith 1548 at the start of 
the experiio-ont vas also dropped from the experiment at the 
saiae tiiae due to terminabion of her lactation. The data from 
those tv;o covs were not used in the flavor studies. With 
tho exception of 0iinor disorders, vhich Vv'are considarad with­
out affect on the experimental results, tho other coxvs v.ere 
in excellent h-^alth for the duration of the axperiiaental 
period. 
ffi^'uru I  show's that the liiean gains in liveveights for 
gi-oups 1 and £ v>ere 4^- and ; '9 pounds respyctiv.^ly. For the 
most part, the conception data shown in Table a in conjunc­
tion vdth Figure I indicate that pregnancy did not influence 
the livewQights of the animals appreciably bufore the termi­
nation of the experiment. 
Cow Ho 
1497 
1528 
1544 
1556 
1557 
1587 
1599 
1614 
1708 
1712 
Table 2»- Conoeption Data for Cows Used in Experiment I 
GROUP 1 
: No. of days during trial 
: Cow -was open j Cow was with calf 
rrROUP 2 
I S'o. of days during trial 
Cow No. t Cow was open : Cow was v/ith calf 
161 
26 
193 
109 
65 
74 
73 
123 
32 
167 
193 
193 
84 
128 
119 
120 
70 
1384 
1506 
1518 
1539 
1548 
1553 
1561 
1581 
1696 
1713 
42 
40 
90 
193 
59 
114 
4 
162 
89 
151 
153 
103 
193 
134 
79 
189 
31 
104 
1300 
<n 
a 
z 
r> 
o 
,  I  200 
I  100 
1.000 
. -Changed Mixture 
A 
/  ' - -Q 
u-O-- ^ . X  
' ft .  '  J '" '  
^ --i 
\  -A 
K 
/
 
»< 
\ K \ \ 
L 
.
 
\ 
x-  .  X 
V  
Group 1 =  0  
Group 2  = X 
Mixturel= "( l inseedm 
Mixture 2= (Cracked 3< 
1  1  1  1  1 1 1  
BOI )  
)ybeans)  
1 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
20 0 10 20 0 10 20 0 10 20 0 10 20 0 10 20 0 10 20 0 10 
Oct Now Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May 
D A T  E  
Figiore 1, Curves Shovdng the M-an Livev,-eights of Cov;s Used in 
ii:p-3rii5isrLt I .  
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b. glavor crltlclsias of Individual and compoalta milk 
samples. The effect of soybeans and linseed meal on the 
flavor of millc v-'as studied. Certain covs in group 1, V 'hioh 
received mixture 1 (Linseed meal), during the first of the 
experimental periods, consistently produced lailk v .lth a 
rancid flavor, -vhen the milk from these cows was excluded 
from the composite milk sample, the flavor was improved 
considerably. On the other hand, the cov.s In group 2, xvhich 
were fed mixtixre II (Cracked soybeans), produced milk quite 
free from rancidity. There 'A'as l i ttle change in the quality 
of the milk after the cov.'s xvera switched to mixture I (Linseed 
meal). Hovever, the incidence of rancid milk produced by 
the cows in group 1 diminished after thav v^ere fad cracked 
soybeans in the latter part of the aicperiiaent. 
The data, shown in Table 3, indicate that factors other 
than feed were operating to cause the high incidence of 
rancidity in the iailk of the cows in group 1 and that tha 
individuality of the cow probably played an important rola. 
It is concluded from these data that tha salection of 
GOVS to be used in studying the effect of feed on milk 
flavors should be baaed not only on such factors as bread, 
age, stage of lactation, etc., but also on tha flavors of 
the milk thay produce whan fed the basal ration. 
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c. Relationship of certain factors to flavor criticisms 
of Individual milk samplec-;. Creamery operators have oTten 
suggested that one of the causes of off-flavored milk Is the 
forcing of cows through heavy feeding to high milk and butter-
fat yialds. In this experiment, the cov.'s were fed according 
to their production. If a cov shoved an ability to respond 
to feed, then she was fed heavily to get the Increased yield. 
Some investigators of milk flavor (S4, 80) have indi­
cated that young cov;s v^ere more apt to produce lallk with a 
rancid or o>J.dlzed flavor than older ones. Data Ehovn in 
Table 4 perMtted a check on this factor. They show the 
total milk and fat yields of each cov; during the experixaant, 
the ages of the cows in days, and the percentage observations 
of off-flavor. 
The differences in effect on iiilk flavor caused by 
mixtures I  and II wore xainimlzad by the method of statistical 
analysis (145), between group correlatlonvS, as shovm in 
Table b. The ooticlusiouB drawn from this table will be 
dlscuased later on. 
(1) Relationship botweon milk yield and fat yield, 
and percentage obsei^vatlons of feedy, oxidised, and rancid 
flavorB. \s 3ho\'n In Tablw 5 the correlatioii coefficients 
between the total ruilk yitJld . ' .nd fat yield, Mtia p- ruentage 
observations of feedy, oxidized, and rancid flavors vara 
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Table 3. Flavor Scores and Criticisms of Composite Milk Samples 
from Each Group of Cows Used in Experiment I ** 
Sampling 
Date 
: Group 1 
: 
t Score : Criticism 
Group 2 
Score : Criticism 
Mixture I Kixturo II 
Jan. SO,1941 20.0 Feedy & Slightly 
Rancid 
: 21.0 Feedy 
It 31, 20.0 II It II II J 21.0 II 
Feb . 3 20.0 Slipjhtly Ranoid J 21.5 II 
n 5 21.0 Feady I 19.5 Rancid 
n 8 21.0 Feedy 1 21.5 Feedy 
n 10 19.5 Ranoid ; 21.5 Feedy 
n 13 19.0 Ranoid i 21.5 Feedy 
n 14 19.0 Ranoid i 21.0 Feedy 
" 25 21.5 Flat & Feedy J 21.5 Flat and Feedy 
» 26 21.0 Flat & Feedy : 21.0 Flat k Feedy 
28 21.0 Feedy } 21.0 Feody 
Mar, 3 18.0 Ranoid I 20.0 Feedy 
" 4 20.5 Slightly Rancid t 21.5 Flat Se Feedy 
« 5 20.0 Feedy J 21.5 Flat & Feedy 
II 6 19.0 Ranoid I 21.0 Flat ,5: Feedy 
" 10 21.0 Feedy ! 21.0 Feedy 
It 18 18.0 Ranoid : 21.0 Feedy 
Mixture II liixture I 
Mar. 21 19.5 Kanoid & Feedy i 21.0 Flat Feedy 
Apr. 10 20.0 Ranoid & Feedy : 21.5 Feedy 
ft 11 21.0 Feody : 21.0 Feedy 
It 18 20.5 Feedy ; 21.5 Feedy 
tt 81 20.0 Rancid & Feedy I 21.0 Feedy 
tt 24 20.5 Feody t 21.5 Feedy 
n 25 20.0 Feedy t 21.0 Feedy 
May 2 20.0 Rancid : 21.5 Feedy 
« 5 20.5 Feedy t 21.0 Feedy 
It 9 21.0 Feedy » 21.5 
• 
Feedy 
* Milk from cows whioh gave ranoid 
** On March 21, Group 1 was changed 
was changed from mixture II to I 
milk was exoludad from the sampling 
from mixture I to II and Group 2 
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found to be non-significant. Thus, there i.s no ovidence 
of a rciationsiiip bitv. '03n production and t]ia occurrence of 
(1) f.J8dy, (y) o:£idiz3d, and (.3) rancid flavored aillk in 
this 3xperiai 'jnt. 
This v.ork contr idicts that r-jportad by Il^ndarson, 
Ovarcast, and 7.'yli-3 (73). Thair .lata lndicat;i that a high 
Isval of faading ;aay tand to incrjaae TH'^ BUSC JPbibill by of 
iuilk to dJvalop oxidi'7.3d flavor. Thoy r '^ason that L-ince 
milk production dopands on tiw f-jyding l^^vel, cox'/s in iiigh 
production may produce xailK mors susceptible to oxidized 
flavor than during periods of lov-3r production. However, 
Stdbnitz and ;.,oiiimcir (147), and Boning axid Dahlberg (33) 
found that tho IJVQI of feeding has no affect upon the 
quality of tho miik, the developm.:;xit of oxidiz-jd flavor 
in milk and tho nuniarical score of agiid milk. 
maoCordy anci Trout (lOli) found that ^hon covs v/aro fed 
a given quantity of silage the f>jud flavor v.as more intense 
in milk from eov;s of leai^t production, tilight feud flavors 
wero notod in the milk when 0.79 pounds of corn silage or 
0.40 pounds of alfalfa ailage per pound of luilk produced 
were fad to the covo one hour bcforo niilking. Feeding ap­
proximately li.OO or more pounds of corn silage per pound 
of milk produced resulted in a strong feed flavor. Levuls 
of feeding above a certain point did nob aeem to have a 
Table 4. Data Used to Study the Relationship Betvreen Age, Milk Yield, Fat Yield and 
Various Observations of Off-Flavor 
i ; Production : Total tines -percentage distribution of off-flavor observations 
Cow ; Age ; during trial ; milk was : among flavor classificatior-s 
Ho. :  Days jjiilk ;  Pat :  off-flavor ; t Flat and :  j 
1 5lt)6. ;  lbs. ;  ; Faedy* ? feedy i Oxidized j Hanoid 
1497 1424 8892 268 36 72.2 8.33 11.11 13.89 
1528 2800 6357 246 31 35.5 3.23 45.16 
1544 2052 6913 227 36 88.9 13.89 2.78 8.33 
1557 1781 6083 252 31 9.7 3.23 3.23 87.10 
1587 1187 6000 213 36 88.9 30.56 2.78 8.33 
1599 1163 8515 253 30 50.0 6.67 33.33 16.67 
1614 1195 7308 254 34 67.6 14.71 — 2.94 
1708 834 9116 306 36 66.6 16.92 5 .5b 
1712 817 5627 184 30 50.0 30.00 43.33 6.67 
1384 1786 7386 240 35 82.9 2.87 11.42 
1506 1404 7786 280 36 65.6 22.21 13.89 16.91 
1518 1322 7026 246 37 97.3 18.92 2.70 
1639 2865 8159 284 29 51.8 5.45 10.34 20.69 
1553 1591 5193 178 55 94,S 28.57 5.72 — 
1551 1262 8052 278 36 91.6 19.44 5.56 2,78 
1581 1210 796G 254 35 57.2 2,86 31.4S 11,42 
1696 924 6470 240 50 60.0 30.00 30.00 10.00 
1713 783 5822 211 30 33.4 26.67 60.00 6.67 
» Includes those samples with "flat and feedy" criticism 
Table 5. A Sumraary of the Statistical Treatment of Data Used to Study the Relationship 
of Milk Yield, Fat Yield, and Age to Flavor Criticisms of Individual Milk Samples 
fron Cows Used in Experiment I 
C?>rr0lati ons^ 
Determined X Sx^ y Sy2 Sxy 
Correlation Coefficient' 
( r )  
A and D 7148 23,232,096 64.7 9151 - 3,711 -0.00 
A and E 7148 n 15.2 5032 -36,526 -0.11 
A and F n ri 15.4 6488 -67,373 -0.17 
B and D 245 19,122 64.7 9151 - 1,148 -0,08 
B and E n n 15.2 5032 - 2,498 -0.26 
B and F n ti 15.4 6438 1,902 0.17 
C and D 1466 6,267,912 64.7 9151 -30,334 -0.04 
1. Letters k, B, and C refer respectively to (1) milk yield, (2) fat yield, and (3) age. 
Letters D, E, and F refer respectively to the percentage observations of (1) feedy, (2) oxidized, 
and (3) rancid flavors. 
2. Sxy /j^(Sx2) (sy2j 
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further detrixaantal sffact on the flavor. Thcise data indi­
cate that high producers, such as t;he ones used in this ex-
periiuant, produce milk v.ith lees feed fla/or thaxi low pro­
ducers. In this rospsct tha tvo vorks ara in agraeauint. 
(S) Helationghip b^jt^^'oen railk yi^ld, fat yield, 
and ago, and thb p-jrcentage observgtions of flat flavor. 
As shown in Tabl^ 5,1 the cignifioant naggitivo correlation 
coofficienta of -0.61, -0.65, and ~0,'o2 butvoan flat flavor 
and (1) milk, yi-jld, (2) fat yiold, and (5) ru3p3cbiVo'ly, 
indicats'i  that ap an animal incroasas in production and ag-j 
thijrj is Iocs t^ndoncy for th=? production of nilk having a 
flat flavor. 
U^'ually flat flavor find tha porcentag^i of fat in tha 
milk ara atjoocinted together, thfc milic v-ithtlia luss buttar-
fat tsst having a "flatter" flavor. Hov.cvJr, the vritor 
r i s h a s  t o  e n i p h a s i z o  t h a t  t h e  t j t a l  f a t  y i e l d s ,  a n d  n o t  f a t  
parcontagas, varo u:eiu in thase comparisons. 
( 3 )  Relationship betveen ago and tha percentage 
observation:-: of foody fj.avor. The non-significant correla­
tion coefficient (Table 5) batv.o-an age and the purcantago 
observationi- of fCvjdy flavor indicates that thera is no 
relationship betveen ag« and the occurrencd of feedy flavor 
i n  m l I K .  
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( 4 )  Relationship between age and the percentage ob­
servations of rancid flavor. The correlation coefficient 
between age and the occurrence of rancid flavor was 0.46S 
(Table 5ii.) which is about 0.004 from the significant point. 
One might be safe in saying that a relationship exists, iil-
though the coefficient isn't significant the high value 
indicates that the tendency to produce rancid ailk increases 
with the age of the cow. 
( 5 )  Helationship between age and the percentage ob­
servations of oxidized flavor. The correlation coefficient 
of -0.53 (Table 5A) found between age and the occurrence of 
oxidized flavor was significant, in fact almost highly sig­
nificant. The results of Hening and Dahlberg (80), which 
v/era rather inconclusive, Inferred that this relationship 
might exist. 
V.'hy young cows, especially first calf heifers, should 
have a greater tendency to produce milk more susceptible to 
the development of oxidized flavor than older cov/s is not 
known. Perhaps the explanation is that the younger animals, 
•which produce milk susceptible to the development of oxidized 
flavor are forced from the herd laa-ving a much healthier 
group of older cows, 
d. Chemical constants of butterfat. The iodine numbers, 
which were obtained weekly on samples of butterfat taken from 
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Table 5A» A Kuinritary of the Statistical Trsafenent of Data Used to Study the Rolutionrrd 
Fat Yield, End Age to Flavor GriticiEnis of Individual v.ilk Samples from Coi'; 
________ - - . J _ t Correlation jRofjroec ion 
Correlations ^ : : : ; ; tCoeffiolenttCoefficient 
Determined : ] s : s s i 
t X t Sx2 i y » Sy2 ; Sxy X (r) 
A and G 7143 22,238,096 14.6 2102 —1S4!:, 690 -0.61** -0,0058 
B and G 245 19,122 14.6 2102 — 4,128 -0.65*" 
C and hi 1466 d,2e7,912 15.2 50S2 - 34,U4D -0.53* -0,0-.52 
c and F II It 15.4 6488 93,05G -G.4ij2 -0,01''i9 
c end G It n 14.3 2102 "• 69,322 -0.52* -0,0095 
1 Letters A, B, and C refer resr>ectively to (1) millc yield, (2) fat yield, and (2) a/je 
Letters E, F, ajid G refer respectively to the percentage observationc of (1) oxitlized. 
2 Sxy/Sx2 3. y hiX-'x) 4, \/[sy^"(Sxy)^/sx^ / (ll-E) 5, b/sy.x or 
^ /  c.„2 
* Significant at the 5 per cent point 
Signifioant at the 1 per cent point 
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tistioal Treateent of Data Used to Study the Relationnhip of liillc Yield, 
,0 Flavor CriticiGinB of IxLdividual ivdlk Samples from Cows Used in jjicpcriiiient I 
: : 
• • 
• « 
• » 
» y s sy^ 
t 
;  Sxy 
iCorrelationjkogroEEioR (H)E©£;re56ioii(3) tStexidard(4)T test of (fc 
tCoeffioientjGoeffioient {Equation siirror of sRe£;resEion 
: i t siiistiiiiate sCoefficient 
i (r) I (b) s t Sy»x : 
)G 14»l3 2102 "•1K4, 690 -0.61** -O.OOfaS ~0.0053x+53 9.09 3.075** 
12 14.6 2102 - 4,128 -0.65** —0.22 -0.22x + Sij.Fj 0.69 3.503** 
2 lb.2 5052 - 94,U4D -0.53* -0.0Ab2 -0.0162x+o7,5 15,00 2.576* 
15.4 G{LB8 - 93,05G -0.402 -0.0149 -0.0149X+6.4 17.86 2.086 
l4« (J 2102 - 09,322 -0.52* -0.009b -0.00Sto+£8.& 9.61 2.422 
loctively to (1) milk yield, (2) fat yield, 
jectivoly to the pGroentage observations of 
arid (3) a^e 
(1) oxidized. (2) rtuioid, and (5) flat flCTors 
4. y [sy^^ 
point 
(Sxy)2/S3^ / (H-2) 5, y or 
N/ 
b/Sb 
point 
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the milk of cows on each of the experimental rations, are 
shovm in figure 2. These curves indicate that the iodine 
numbers for both groups v-ere practically the same during 
the preliminary period vhen they received mixture I (Linseed 
meal). Changes toward larger iodine numbers occurred in the 
milk fat produced by the cov.'s in group 2 soon after thoy were 
placed on mixture II (Cracked soybeans). The full effect of 
the soybeans on the iodine number of the butterfat seumed to 
be attained in about 15 days after cov;s were changed to this 
ration. Tha differences in iodine nuitibers of the milk fats 
of the tv.'o groups v^era fairly constant until the rations 
V'sro reversed (March 21), 
Soon after the rations fed the tvo groups of cove's v^ere 
reversed the positions of the resultant iodine numbers were 
reversed. In approximately 15 days, a fairly constant dif­
ference in iodine numbers was established, which vas smaller 
than during the previous period. This s;ttail difference vas 
not maintained long for at slightly past the mid-point of 
the period, the curves approxiaiately merged and remained so 
until the trial ended. This would indicate that factors 
other than feed vere operating to influence the trend and 
magnitude of the iodine numbers. Of these factors changes 
in temperature may play an important role. 
- 7?. -
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Figure 2. Curves Shoving tiie Trends of the Iodine 
Numbers of tha Buttarfat from Cov:s Used 
in Jixporlment I. 
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Since tiie Iodine number curves seemed to be lowest dur­
ing the coldest months and tended to increase in magnitude 
toward spring it was thought that perhaps air temperatura 
changt'is played a role in the fluctuations of the iodine 
numbers. As the barn temperature was not recorded, the mean 
external temperature, vhich was recorded at the Agronomy Farm 
(near the Dairy Farm), Vvas used in this study. 
Figure 3 indicates that the fluctuations of the iodine 
numbers and temperatura are somevhat the same. As the temper­
ature drops to a love level during the winter months the iodina 
numbers liJsavise decrease in value. As the temperature rises 
with the approach of spring the iodine numbers also increase. 
This relationship is illustrated differently in Figure 4, 
v/hich chows the rcBgression of iodine number on temperature 
changes. 
Table 6 includes a svimmary of the statii-tical treatment 
of the data u£:ed to study the relationship between mean ex­
ternal temperature and the iodine numbers of the butterfat. 
The correlation coefficients betv;oen the tempGrature record­
ed and the iodina number Indicate that teiaperatxire chanj^es 
produce their greatest effect on butterfat composition 24 
hours latex-. It is interesting to note, in this connection, 
that the correlation coefficients between the temperature on 
the same aay, one day before, and tvo days before the samples 
ware taken and iodina values are all highly significant. 
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Figure 3. Curves Shov-iug thci Relationship betvjeen the 
Mean Kxtarnal Tampax'ature Racorded One Day 
before the Buttarfat Saxiiplos V.ere Ta-ian and 
the Iodine Numbers of Butterfat from Cows 
Used in Jixperiiaant I. 
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Table G» A Summary of the Statistical Treatment of Data Used to Study the Relatioiiehi jj 
Teiuperature oxul the Iodine numbers of the Butterfat from Gowe Used In LScuori J 
Correlations : 
betssreen J.Iean : 
lixternal Tempera- s 
ture Olid lodiiio i 
Eumber t sy 2 Sxy 
iCorrelatioaiRegrecoioi 
: C o ef f i o i ent: C o ef f .i c J. G 
: : 
5 (r) : (li) 
A and Oroup 1 30.1 7473 33,14 124 
B and Group 1 21 .g 6405 33.17 133 
C and Group 1 29.9 6888 23.17 133 
A aj*.d Group 2 30.1 7473 33.94 51 
B and Group 2 31.S 6405 35.97 56 
C end Group 2 29,9 5888 23»97 5G 
G9U 
755 
651 
S17 
397 
412 
0.72 
0.82 
•ijj 
0.74 
0.51** 
O.oG*' 
0.72 
0.0931 
0.1178 
O.llOli 
0.0424 
0,0b92 
0.0699 
1 Lottere A, B, ajid C refer, rcapeotively, to the mean external temperatures reoorded (l) 
before, and (3) tv/o days before the butterfat sattiples wero taken. 
t 

reatment of Data Used to Study the Relationship between laean Jixtornal 
ibers of tho Butterfat from Gowa Used in Bxperinient I 
s t jCorrelationtRegresBion : ;Sttuadards T Test 
f ; :Goeffioieiit:Coefficientir<ot;re8Eion lUrror t of 
£ : : : ; Liquation sof : Regress ion 
! P 5 5 ' ' :ii/Btiirate s Coefficient 
t Sy J Sxy : (r) ; (b) ; l Sy.z j 
14 124 696 0.72** 0.0931 0.0931x+ 20.537? 1.2536 3.42** 
17 125 755 0,82** 0.1178 0.1176x+29.4311 1.1024 a.60** 
17 135 6bl 0.74**' O.llOU 0.1106x4 29.86dO 1.2976 ti.54** 
94 51 317 0.51** 0.0424 0.04243c + 32. ug5U 0.99u5 3.69** 
.97 56 397 O.oG* 0.0592 0.0&92x+ 32,1179 0.9S1G b.lO* 
.97 bo 412 0.72* 0.0699 0,0699x+ 31.0827 0.8G7c 6.19* 
to biie neeji external tejuporaturos reoorded (1) the sa .e duy, (2) one day 
»rfab sampleB were taken. 
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Whether or not tha correlation just indicated is wholly 
a function of tamparature, is difficult to stats. Advanca-
mant i^ lactation vlth pregnancy, as a result of changes in 
hormonal activity, may play a role in tha changes on iodine 
number. It would appear, hcjifvever, that temperature doss 
hav3 soma effect on tha magnitude of the iodine number, al­
though its exaet mechanism cannot be definitely postulated. 
5. Summary aiid Conclusions 
Twenty Holstein cov's of the Station herd, divided into 
two equal groups, were used (1) to determine the time neces­
sary for cracked soyb-.ians to produce a niaximum change in the 
flavor and quality of milk and butterfat, (2) to determine 
the variations in certain butterfat constants throughout a 
cow's lactation period and (3) to determine the feasibility 
of using the iodine nmiber as a measure in ascertaining v.hen 
a feed v/ith a high oil content has exerted its maximum effect. 
Individual milk samples vere collected in glass bottles 
and scored at regular intervals throughout tha experiment. 
Composite milk samples wore collected during the last three 
months of tlio expcrixaent. A determination v-as made of the 
iodine number of the butter oil from each group of cows. 
The following points may be emphasized from the results 
of this experiment; 
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1. The selection of coi'^s to be used in studying the 
effect of feed on milk flavor t^hould be based not only on 
such factors ss breed, agu, stags of lactation, etc., but 
also on the flavors of the milk thay produce when fed the 
basfll ration. 
2. Vvhan changes in fat compotdtion are to bo studied 
a control group of cov'S should be carried for each of the 
feeds being studied for the duration of the experiment, 
3. Kon-significant correlation coefficients v.ere found 
betv.sen Mlk yield and fat yield, ar.d the occurrence of 
feedy, oiidized, axid rancid flavors in the lailk. 
4. Highly significant negative correlations of -0.61 
and -0,65 between milk und fat yields, respectively, and 
tho occurrence of flat flavor, indicate that as the total 
milk and fat production increases the tendency for tha 
production of milk having a flat flavor decreases. 
5. Likevioo, a significant negative correlation of 
-0.5.' ' ;  between age and the occurrence of flat flavor indi-
catQS that as the age of the cov; increases tliore is less 
tendency for the production of milk having a flat flavor. 
6. Non-significant correlation coefficient was found 
between ago and tho occurrence of feedy flavor in the milk. 
7. The correlation coefficiexxt of 0.462, v.'hich is 
about .004 from the significant point, indicates that the 
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tendency to produce rancid milk increases with the age of , 
the GOV. 
8. The significant negative correlation coefficient, 
-0.53, found between age and tho occurrence of oxidized 
flavor indicates that the incidence of oxidized flavor its 
greater in tha milk of young nows than in that of older 
cov s, 
9. In general, the maximum offset of a feed on fat 
composition, as measurotl by the iodine number, may bs expected 
in approximately 15 days. 
10. A direct relationship seams to exist between mean 
external temperature and the iodine number of tha buttarfat 
produced. 
B. Sxperimant II 
1. ExperliP.ental Procedure 
a. Plan of experiment. In view of the results of the 
work conducted on this problem during 1941 the plan of this 
axperii ient  was modified in tv;o vmjs.  
Certain features of the iodine number trends obtained 
in 1941 indicated the advisability of carrying tvjo conti'ol 
groups of oov.s, one of which (group 5) v;as fed grain mixture 
I, containing linseed meal as the principal protein, and the 
other (group 4) was fed mixture II, containing cracked soy­
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beans as the principal protein, continuously throughout tha 
experiinant, Tha othar tv^o groups (groups 1 and 2) v;ere 
alternated froia ona ration to the othar in succsijding periods 
throughout the expeririient. 
The data from 1941 also indicated that the effect of 
feod on the flavor of iflilk raight be wasked by the lailk of 
certain covis vhioh was constantly of an undeslrabl - 3  flavor. 
For this reason the exnerimantal coivs v.ore selected on the 
basis of their railk flavor from a large group of covs that 
was being fed grain mixture I, containing linseed raeal. 
used. The 12 Hoi stein and 4 Ayrshire covs 
v;hich were selocted on the basis of milk flavor during the 
preliminary period were divided into four similar lots based 
on bread, xuilk flavor, stage of lactation, milk and fat pro­
duction, age, and size. By the method of randomization the 
lots wore subdivided into four equal groups and the mix­
ture ^A'hich V/as to be fed each group deteriained. Data con­
cerning these cows are found in Table 7. Aniraals having the 
earde group nmaber received the saaxe feed. 
c. Feeding!; and luanageiuent. Alfalfa hay and grain v.-ors 
fad at the saiue rates as in thj first oxpari.iient. Table 8 
shov;s the coiaposition of the concentrate raixtures. 
Feeding, milking, and watering of the covs -were handled 
as in the first experiment, except that the liay vas not 
v^eighed. T.ith a few exceptions the animals ware v.'eighod on 
Table 7. Data on Cows Used in Experiment II 
tGroup : :Age at :Number iDays jLiveweight 
Lot ;Number: Cow ; Start !Of jfrash :at Start 
No. I'Kithin: Nuiabar Breed sof 5Previous lat :of 
iLot : xBxperiment, :Lacta- ;Start of ;Experiment 
t : t (YejS'- SP; . :tions :Bxperiment : 
1 1814 iiolstein 2 - 4 . 0 SI 985 
2 1799 Tl 2 5 0 111 1025 
I 3 IBIO* ft 2 4 0 72 990 
4 1806 n 2 4 0 128 1108 
1 1725 n 3 2 1 68 1085 
2 1599 It 4 2 2 40 1379 
II 3 1666 It 3 10 1 76 1156 
4 1708 It 3 4 1 32 1162 
1 1592 tt 4 3 2 29 1221 
2 1604 tl 4 2 2 19 1399 
III 3 1713 n 3 3 1 17 1042 
4 1613 tt 4 4 2 30 1172 
1 1630 Ayrshire 4 2 2 18 1054 
O U 1626 tf 4 2 2 66 969 
17 3 1G45 n 4 1 2 67 1022 
4 1625 tt 4 2 2 56 840 
• 1810 was dropped from the experiaent because of an injured teat and was 
replaced by 1427 
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Table 8. Ingredients of Grain Mixtures Used in Experiment II 
Mixture I ' Mixture II 
Ingredient Parts by weight Parts by "weight 
Cracked corn 400 400 
Oats 200 200 
Vfheat bran 300 300 
Linseed meal 125 — 
Cracked soybeans — 125 
Bonemeal 18 18 
Salt 9 9 
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days that milk and cream samples were takan. All changas in 
health and condition of the animals during the experimant were 
recorded. The cons reacted negativ8l3' '  to the test for masti­
tis bafore the experiment began. 
Butterfat tests vara run on a composite sample of one 
day's milk collvicted once per v/eek from each p:roup of cov'S. 
The tests v/ere made on the same day that samples of milk 
for chemical analysis were taken. 
During the first experimental period, which ^^'as 39 days, 
Groups 1 and - v/ere fed, respectively, the rations contain­
ing linseed meal (mixture I) and cracked soybeans (mixture 
II). Th«n the grain mixtui-es fed each of these animnls vera 
reversed and the alternate ration fed for a period of 74 
days. At tiie end of this period the rations v^ere again 
reversed and for 56 days the cov;3 wqtq fed the rations previously 
fed in period I. 
Groups 3 and 4, vhich were designated as the control groups, 
were fed, respectively, the rations containing linseed meal and 
cracked soybeans for tha duration of tha experiment. The feed­
ing schedules for the four groups of cows dixring the experi­
ment are shown in Table 9. 
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Table 9. Feeding Schedules Followed in Experiment II 
Period Reversal Groups 
Group 1 Group 2 
Control Groups 
Group 3 Group 4 
preliminary 
24 days 
Mixture I Mixture I  Mixture I Mixture I 
Firet 
Experimental 
39 days 
Mixture I Mixture II Mixture I Mixture II 
Second 
Experimental 
74 days 
Mixttxre II Mixture I Mixture I Mixture II 
Third 
Experimental 
56 days 
Mixture I Mixture II Mixture I Kixture II 
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d. Collection and treatment of milk and cream samples. 
(1) Milk samplio's. /LLI sample bottles and experi­
mental equipment vere thoroughly claanad and rinsed in 
chlorine water bdfore being usad. Although milk samples 
from each cov/ viero taken and scored for flavor as an aid in 
scilacting and grouping the cows, this practice vas discon­
tinued at the begixming of thi- first experimental period. 
Erom then on composite sampl.is vjre taken from a single milk­
ing of the covjs which were being fed alike. These samples 
were taken in glass bottles about every five days. Great 
care was taken to see that the milk samples v;ere alv-ays 
iced-dovvn properly and stored in a special sample box, which 
protected them from light and provided a t.^raperaturd of 
about Usually, the milk vas scored v.'ithin six hours 
after being drawn. Tv enty-four hours later these samples 
were scored again. 
{ 2 )  Greaxa samples. iipproximatJly one-eighth of 
the milk yield for one day from each group of cows v.as 
separated at 4--day intervals during the experim.;nt. The 
cream obtained was placed in glass bottles, then stored and 
handled vlth the saaie care as were the milk samples. 
Upon arrival at the laboratory the areata v;as heated to 
143°F« for 50 iiiinutes to inactivate the lipases, and cooled 
immediately to 40°F. This was done to prevent the lipases 
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from producing a lipolytic action on the butterfat baforti 
the lodina and tliiooyancgan numbsrs vera d^dteminad. It 
was tlian scored for flavor taid retuz-ried to the coolor 
(35°F). A soeond flavor scora v-as obtained 24 hours later 
before the crsaiu v/as discarded. 
Tha crsarn, from v.'hich the fat for choaical amlytis xvas 
obtained, \>:8.c traated in thy sa'.ia .Tiarmc-r ac tliat in tho first 
experiniunt. The aailk fat wes obtcinod by tho saaio procedui'S 
as described previouijly. Tha iodine, thiocyanogon, and acid 
nmbers of thcsa fats vsr^j detercainuc. In order to ciTJasure 
poESible changoc in th'^ quality of the creara and irdlk fat, 
pH deteriainnti ons of the cream and but tar serum vers obtained 
and acid riuinbars of the milk fat v.-orj dotjmin'id. 
R^co^'' '3.ing of barn texaporatvg'os. Tli^j high correla­
tion found botrejn nuan external temparature and the iodine 
nuabor of buttarfut during the firct axp-.-riiuent, prompted 
the keeping of a d:?.ily rocord of tte barn tomp3ratura changes 
during the sjcoud trial. 
liocordiug thoraoaotors v-are instali-;d in the tvo parts 
of thci barn, Vvh-jre the cov-s v.vr-a housed. During tha v.-intar 
months ona i-art of tho barn is usually a little colder than 
tha otht:ir, 
Tha experiiUont had been in progross about tv.o montJis 
whan one of the thermotinitors ras broken, A replaceiuent could 
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not ba obtained, ivs only four animals vere housed in this 
part of the barn it was felt that the axparimental results 
v-'ould not ba affected raaterlally if tho tejuperatures re­
corded by thcj other tharmomutar were used for all animals. 
2. Results and Discussion 
Health and ^enoral condition of tha cows. Throughout 
the trial the cov;s remained in good health and condition, ex­
cepting cov/ No. 1810 which met vith an accident about the 
middle of thy trial. Sh^ injured the tvo r-^ar quarters of 
her udder to such an extent that sha had to be replaced. Cow 
No. 1427, similar in most respects, vas substituted for her 
(March 27, 194P). 
At no ti ' .aa during the experiment did tha covs show a 
disinclination to eat their foed or a tendency to lose veight. 
The mean gains in liveweights w^re 35, 22, 55, and 36 pounds 
for groups 1, 3, and 4, respectively. Figure 5 shows a 
general upward trend in the v.oight curves as the experiaient 
and lactation period progressed. This would be expeobed 
since Vvel l-fed cows usually increase in weight with the ad-
vancexaant of lactation. The rapid rise of the cxorve of 
group 3 beginning March 27 iaay be attributed to the substi­
tution of tho heavier animal, 14?7, for 1810. 
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The conception data presented in Table 10 in conjunc­
tion viith Figixrcj 5 sho^v that pregnancy did not influence 
the livev^eights of the aniaais appreciably before the 
termination of the oxperiiuont. That th3 cov'S wars in proper 
nutrition and h:ialthy during the axparimental pariod is in­
dicated by the v;ay in v/hich they raaintained their v-eight 
(Fig. 5) dui'ing tha trials. 
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b. A study of metliods of obtaining; cream samples for 
chemical analycis. The data Bhown in Tables 11 and IS ware 
obtained to datermina v/hsthar a composite creaia sairiple of 
ona day's milking or a saitipla from ona milking during the 
day should bij takan for chemical analysis. Compari;:ons of 
the iodina and thiocyanogen nujjibars of the butturfat from 
each milking with thoso of tho butterfat from a composite 
saiapla for the samo day are prasantud in Table 11. Tabla 
12 includes the pH determinations mada on the cream and 
buttar SGrm and the acid numbors of the butterfat from 
each milking and from a composite sample for the same day. 
Tha data presented indicate considerable variation atnong 
the iodina and thiocyanogon numbers and tha acid valuas 
of tha fat from milking to milking. In fact, thara is au 
much variation botween milkings as exists from day to day 
as determincid by analysis of the composito sainplus. How­
ever, tha average valuers for tha three milkings approximate 
rathar closely in most cases thosa obtainad for tha composite 
sample of tha same day. Temperature fluctuations may ba one 
of the factors rasponsibla for tha variations of tha fat 
constants from milking to milking. V.ith the exception of 
tha data for January .' 'S diffarancas among the pH values of 
tha cream and butter serum (Tabla IR) from milking to milk-
Table 10. Conception Data for Cows Used in Experiment II 
Group 1 J Group 2 
: No. of days during trial : ; No. of days during trial 
Cow Ho. ; Cow was open ; Cow w&s with calf t Cow Ho. ; Qcm was open » Cow was v/ith calf 
1814 19 173 1799 52 192 
1725 23 169 1599 40 152 
1592 37 155 1604 26 166 
1630 60 132 1S26 44 148 
Group S I Group 4 
•1427 26 166 1806 26 166 
1666 0 192 1708 42 150 
171S 33 159 1613 134 58 
1645 104 88 1625 101 91 
• Replaced cow No. 1810 which was dropped from the experiment March 27 
Table 11. Variations in the Iodine and Thiocyanogan Humbers and the Grams Iodine Equivalent 
to the Oleic Acid in 100 Gra.!iis Butterfat from Morning, Koon, and Evening Milks and 
from a Composite Hilk Sample for the Saine Day from Cows Used in Experiment II 
i • —— ; Grains Iodine per 100 Grams 
Date : Iodine Number : Thiocyanogen Number : Butterfat Oleic Acid 
Samples: ; ; 
Taken ;A.M. Koon P.M. Ay. Comp. ; A.M. Koon P.M. Av. Comp. ; A.M. Iloon P.M. Av. Comp. 
1-5-42 34 .45 35.09 33.48 34.34 34.55 32 .08 32 .92 31 .40 32.13 32 .11 29.71 30. 75 29 .32 29. 92 29.67 
9 o2 .77 32.78 33.63 33.06 32.52 29 .90 28 .28 30 .21 29.46 29 .60 27.03 23. 78 26 .79 25. 86 26.68 
12 32 .90 32.69^ 34.05 33.21 33.24 30 .13 30 .02 31 .42 30.52 30 .17 27.36 27. 35 28 .79 27. 83 27.10 
16 33 .62 33.99 35.36 34.32 34.88 30 .37 30 .78 32 .21 31.12 31 .36 27.12 27. 57 29 .06 27. 91 27.86 
19 31 .84 31.83 32.00 31.91 31.93 29 .08 29 .51 28 .87 29.15 29 .40 26.32 27. 13 25 .74 26. 39 26.87 
23 33 .33 34.59 35.12 34.34 34.45 31 .39 31 .82 32 .82 32.01 32 .37 29.42 29. 05 50 .52 29. 66 30.29 
Average 33 .15 32.50 33.94 33.53 33.59 30 .49 30 .56 31 .16 30.73 30 .84 27.83 27. 61 28 .37 27. 93 28.08 
Table 12. YariatioiiB in the Acid Numbers of Butter Fat and the pH Values of Cream and Butter 
Sertua from Morning, Noon, and Evening Milks and from a Composite Milk Sample for 
the Same Day from Cows Used in Experiment II 
: : : 
Date J t 5 
Samples: Acid Kumber of Butter Oil ; pH of Cream : pH of Butter Serum 
Taken : (oo n/lO KoH per 100 gms. : : 
: butterfat) i j 
t A.M. Koon P.M. Av. Comp.i A.M. Noon P.M. AT. Comp. i A.M. Noon P,M« Av. Coap. 
1-5-43 .358 .536 .702 .532 .420 6.85 6.84 6.87 6,85 6.87 7.05 6.99 7.09 7.04 6.99 
9 .344 ,831 .635 .603 .697 6.78 6.75 6.78 6.77 6.81 6.84 6.80 6.90 6.84 7.15 
12 .447 .669 .447 .521 .559 6.82 6.83 6.84 6.83 6.79 7.12 7.10 7.09 7.10 6.94 
16 .466 .448 .511 .475 .349 6.83 6.80 6.81 6.81 6.81 6.94 6.89 6.93 6.92 6.87 
19 .332 .529 .412 .424 .435 6.84 6.89 6.87 6.86 6.87 6.96 7.04 7.04 7.01 6.92 
25 .340 .560 .609 .503 .520 7.29 7.07 6.78 7.04 6.85 7.00 G.76 6.80 6.85 6.86 
23 .269 .215 .233 .239 .296 6.73 6.67 6.71 6.70 6.71 6.92 6.99 6.92 6.94 6.86 
Average .365 .541 .507 .471 .468 6.88 6.84 6.81 6.84 6.82 6.98 6.94 6.98 6.96 6.94 
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ing are virtually vithin the experimental error of the 
me thod. 
Thus, tho variations sncountured in the iodine and 
thiocyanogon n-oaxbers of the butterfat aiid thcj auid numbers 
of thij but tor fat from milking to millclng indioatad that 
daily composite cr3aiii samples sho.ild bo tak>jn. 
A further study of the data pros^^ntad in Table 11 
shows that the iodine and thiocyanogen nambers of the 
buttarfat from the evening udlk are in most cases higher 
than those for the morxxing and noon milkings. The iodine 
equivalent to the oleic acid content of (Table 11) the 
butterfat (iodind number -(iodine number - thiocyanogen 
nuiaber) xS) doesn't vary in this fashion as consistently 
as the iodine nuiiiber. 
As a check on the deterioration of the cream, from 
the tiiua it v.ao skiinmed until chui'n d, pii determinations 
on the creaia and butter serum v;ore made periodically. The 
pH valucjs of the cream and butter serum approached the 
neutrral point rather than showing a strong acid reaction. 
Likewise, the acid numbers of the butter oil, vhich vere 
determined to indicate any abnorxiial lipase activity, v-ere 
sufficiently lov,' to assume that there vas no apnreciable 
lipase activity. These data, v-hich are not ehov/n, indicated 
that the creara samples did not change ^^preciably after col­
lection and prior to the determination of the iodine and 
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thiocyanogen nujabers. 
c. Flavor scor'-.is and Qrlticisms of rav milk and lipase-
Inactlvat'ad creagi saiiiples. difficulty vjas ancountsred 
in Experiaioiit I iii measuring the affiot of tha ration f-ad 
to th^ covvs on thvi flavor cf tiia mllic tiiuy producad, ba-
CG1U33 certain cov.3 fairly consistantly xiroduced. milk vlth 
a rancid or oxiaiz'^d flavor. In some cases rancid flavor 
persisted aftor the cov's v'er.; changed to a different ration, 
although its intensity varied from one ration to thd other. 
This emphasized that factors other than fo^d v;era operating 
in causing certain flavors in the milk. These factors 
seaiaed 3ff'3ctiv« in sond cov.-s and not in others. 
It is highly probabla that results of other studias 
on tho affjct of food on Liil>v flavors may have bean dis­
torted by factors othjr than faed v.ithout b^ang recognized. 
Becaus'a of this tha cox'-.s us^d in this -xperiniant vara all 
carefully s^lectad after their indiviciual iuilKS v;are; sampled 
and scorad during a period of about four Y"3.:;VS. NO COV that 
consistw-ntly shonad abnormal flavors in her milk vas used. 
(1) l<dlk scores and criticisms. A study of Table 
13 reveals that tho ccoras aad criticisms of the rav.- composite 
milk sampljs from each group of cows \. 'ere practically the 
sania. Thu milk from group 4 is the only one that recaived 
an oxidised flavor criticism x.'han scored on the first day 
("Oilinass" considersd an oxidiged flavor). The milk of 
Collocted in Glasc Bottlee from Each Group of Cov/B Used in Experiment II 
i Group S (^) I Group 4 
: Becoucl iicoring t First Soorinc ' Second Scoring j First Scoring; : Keoond Scorirg 
: I  : : : 
: Score 3 Criticism t Score t Criticism i Soore t Critioism BooretGriticisaiiSoorei Crib leisaa 
o'j.O F-Fl. 37.6 F 34.5 R 37.0 F 35.0 R 
3L,0 li 38.0 F 34.0 It 37.6 I' '  36,0 R 
- S7.5 F 00.6 F 
3G.0 F 57,5 F-Fl 3(i.O 36.0 li 35,0 R 
00 SI 0 Sb.5 R i 'i .  6 R 36.6 0-1' '  35,0 R 
'•u'i' ,b F 37.6 F 36.0 R 30.0 F 36,C F 
oi. .13 Li 37.5 F 37UD F 38.0 F 37,0 F 
bO.O li 38.0 F 33.0 li 37.5 F 3 3,5 E 
o4,0 R SB .O F 32.0 R 38,0 F 36.0 R 
37. D F-OL 38.0 F 37.6 F-Ol 38,0 F 37,5 F-01 
0 / a b P 37,6 P 57.0 F 37.6 F S7.0 F 
bi/.O F 39.0 F 36.0 F 38,0 F 38.0 F 
0 /. Q F 36.5 F 36.0 F 37,0 F 37,0 F 
o l , 0  F 37.0 F 37.0 F 37,0 F 37.0 F 
3c.0 0-F 38.0 F 57.0 F 37,5 F 37,0 F 
o7,0 F 37.0 F 37.6 F 38.0 F 37,6 F 
0 tV ff 0 F 37.0 F 37,0 F 37,0 F 37,0 F 
/ .  cj F wmwm 37.6 F mum - 57,6 F 
o'l .0 F 38.5 F 3d.O O-F 38,0 F 3 6,6 0-F 
3V.0 F 37.5 F 36.0 R-F 37.5 F 37.0 F 
b'/.O F 37.5 I' '  37.0 F 37.5 F 36, 5 M' 
f'J i n 0 F 37.6 F 37.0 F 57.5 F 37.6 F 
36.5 F 37.6 F 36.0 F 38,0 F 37,6 F 
t) i-j«1 37.6 36.0 51,-6 36.4 
uicic I'lavor 0 weans Oxidized flavor Ol meuns Oily flavor 
mury Z'6 and from mixture II (Soybeans) to mixture I (LinBeed) on April 7 
! « II tl IT X II II TX It II n 

)ll0Cted in Glase Bottles from Each Group of Cov/B Uised in Experiaient II 
' t Group 5 t Group 4 
Second Scoring t First Scoring j Second Scoring t First Scoring j Second Scoring 
: : I :  
Jcore ] Critioierii t Soor© t Griticism t Soore i Gritioisa. Score iCriticisin:Sooret Cribioisaa 
5G.0 F-I'l. '67*6 F 34.5 R 37.0 F 35.0 R 
i5.0 li 30.0 1- 34.0 K 37.5 F 35.0 R 
- S7.5 F - 36.5 F -
56.0 F 37,5 F-Fl 36.0 F-Fl 35.0 li 35.0 R 
53,0 R 35.5 R 24.5 R 36.5 0—1'' 35.0 II 
57,5 F 37.5 F 35.0 R 38.0 F 36.0 F 
5b.5 R 37.5 P 37.0 F 38.0 F 37.0 F 
50.0 R 38.0 F 33.0 R 37.5 F 3 3J5 E 
54.0 R 38.0 F 32.0 R 38.0 F 35.0 R 
57.e P-OL S8.0 F 37.5 F-Ol 38.0 F 37.5 F-01 
37.5 F 37.5 P 37.0 F 37.5 l'- 37.0 F 
58.0 F 39.0 F 38.0 i' '  38.0 F 38.0 F 
57.0 F 36.5 F 36.0 F 37.0 F 37.0 F 
37.0 F 37,0 F 37.0 F 37.0 F 37.0 F 
3o.O 0-F 38.0 F 37.0 F 37.5 F 57.0 F 
ij7.0 F 37.0 F 37.5 F sa.o F 37.5 F 
3d.O F 37.0 F 37.0 F 37.0 F 'cl,0 F 
37.5 F mm 37.S F m 57.5 F 
37.0 F 38.5 F 3d.0 0-i' 38.0 F 3 ti.5 0-F 
37.0 F 37.5 F 36.0 R-F 37.5 F 37.0 F 
S7.0 F 37.5 I' '  37.0 F 37.5 I' 3G. 5 R-i' 
37.5 F 37.5 F 37.0 F 57.5 F 37.5 F 
56.5 F 37.5 F 36,0 P 38.0 F S7.5 F 
3G,1 37.5 36.0 37.3 3b. 4 
ici flavor 0 nieans Oxidized flavor 01 means Oily flavor 
ry 2'6 and from mixture II (Soybeans) to inixture I (Linseed) on ikiril 7 
II 11 II It J II It It It !I 
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group 1 received this criticism only once v;han scored the 
second day, \'vhile tho milk of each of the othar groups re­
ceived this criticism twice. The criticisms for rsmcidity 
are nleo very fcv. This criticism did x:ot occur for the milk 
of group 1, vhll-^ the milk from each of the groups 2, 3, and 4 
had one rancid criticism when scored on the first day. Samples 
from groups 1, 2, 3, and 4 vera criticized as being rancid, 
respectively, (1) three, (2) five, (3) six, and (4) six times 
v^'hen scored the second tliao. 
The first day averiiga flavor scores were 27,4, 37.4, 37,5, 
and 37.5 for groups 1, C, 3, and 4, respectively. The second-
day scorings averaged S6.7, 36.1, 36.0 and 36.4 for groups 1, 
S, 3, a/id 4, respectively. Differences betvean those scores 
are so small that their non-significnnce is obvious. 
(2) Cretam scores and criticismB. Table 14 shows 
that the creaia scores and crxticisius of the lipase-inactivated 
cream saifujles are almost idautical vlth tiiose of the milk. 
The samples of milk from groups ?. and 3 v ere criticized once 
as oxidized vhen scored on the first day. Saiaples from 
groups 1, .-and 3 \ era each ciiticl: ed twice as oxidized 
when scored the second time v.hile those fi-o^a group 4 criticized 
four tixaes. 
Nona of the samples of milk v-ere criticized as rancid 
when scored on the first day, while group 2 was the only 
one to receive a rancid criticism at the second-day scoring. 
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Table 14, Flavor Scores and Griticisins of Lipase-inaotireted CoropoBite Cream Sainplee CoJ. 
4k 
Sampling » Group 1 (1) 
5 
1 GrouD 2 (2) 
Date 1 
1 
Fire t Scoring : Second Scoring t 
* 
First Scoring t Seoond &ooriri£ 
Mo, Day 5 Scoros Cr'.ticiBm t Score t CritioiGms Score I Criticisnn Score i CritiJ 
Deo. £9,1941 33.0 F 35.0 0 37,0 F-OI 33,0 0 
Jan. 5,1942 37.5 F 38.0 F 37,0 F 35,0 
II 9 37.5 F 38,0 i"' 38,0 F 38,0 i'' 
It 12 27.6 F 37,0 F 37,5 F 36.5 K- : 
II 16 37.il F 38,0 H 37.5 F 37.5 I 
II 19 57.5 F 37,0 F-01 38.0 F 38.0 i-'-
" 2S cJO .0 F 33,0 F 38.0 F 33,0 ].•' 
Feb. 9 38.0 F 37.0 F 38.5 F 37,5 ];' 
Mar. 22 '69,0 F 38,0 F 39.0 F 88,0 F 
« 27 38.0 F 38,0 F 38.0 F 38,0 r' 
Apr. 1 58,0 F 38,0 F 38.0 F 38,0 j.' 
< 7 38.0 F 38,0 F 38,0 F 38,0 J.*'' 
n 12 38.0 F-II 38,0 F 38.0 H-F S8,0 
Tl 17 oB,0 I' 38,0 F 38.0 F 38.0 i'' 
>1 21 > 33,0 F - - Do .0 i.'' 
» 26 33. e !<• 38,0 F S8»5 F 38.0 m' 
:^ !ay 1 33.0 F 38,0 I' 38.0 F 38,0 
tt 6 37.5 F 37,0 F"H 37.5 F-11 37.0 r-.;. 
n 16 57.6 E-F 37,5 F-ir 37.6 F-li 37.5 F-.:. 
tt 24 38.5 H 38,0 H 38.5 ii 38.0 
Average 37,9 37.a 37,92 S7.4 
LegendI F means Feedy flavor Fl ineaiis Flat flavor R iiecns Rancid fiuvor 
* Dates feeds were changed 
1 Changed fron iuixture I (Linseed laeal) to laixtxire H (Soybeaas) on Jonunry 22 oi.d ire 
2 " " " II ' to « I on " 2S " 
3 Fed inixturo I (Linseed jneal) continuouely 
4 Fed mixture II (Soybeans) continuously 

lanples Collected in Glass fiottles from Each Group of Cows Used in ISxperiment II 
t Group 5 (^) 3 Crroup 4 
»rid Scoring : First Scoring i Second Sooringi First Scoring j Second ScoririE 
:  t s :  
•e : Oritioierii: ScoroJ Critioisiiu ScoroJUriticisratyoorejCritioism ;Scor©i Gritioisin 
1 0 Sd.o Y 55.0 0 39.0 F 35,0 0 
) 0 37.0 F-01 28.0 F 57,0 F 35,0 0 
) F •61,0 F 37.0 F 3a,0 F 38,0 0 
i R- 38,0 1'' 3u.0 1'' 37,0 F 36,5 F 
i f  38.0 J' 3B,0 F oO.O F 38.0 F 
1 F-H 38.0 F 38,0 F 33.0 F 38.0 F-H 
1 P 28,0 F 38.0 F 33,0 F 38.0 F 
i F S8.0 P 37,0 B'-Ol 37.5 F 3G.5 F-01 
1 V • A 30.6 F 38.0 F 39.0 F 38,0 F 
( F 38,0 F 38.0 F 38.0 F 38,0 F 
1 F 37.0 F 313 »0 F 37.0 F 58,0 i-' 
) F 38.0 F 33.0 F 38.0 ¥ SB.O F 
1 38.0 H-F 38.0 Y 58,0 F-ii 36.0 0 
1 !'• 38.0 F 38.0 F 56,0 F 38.0 i?' 
1 F «• - Sii.O !•' - - 58,0 1'" 
1 F 58.5 !•' 38,0 F 38,5 F 38.0 F 
1 33.5 I' 3b.0 F 58.0 F 38,0 F 
1 F-Ii 37.5 I' '-K 57,0 F-II 37.5 F-Ii 37,0 F-K 
1 F-Ii 37.5 57,8 F-ii 37,5 F'h 57,5 F-H 
1 n 38.5 Xx 58.0 ii 58,5 U 38,0 11 
37,B 87,6 37,9 57,8 
> flavor 0 means Oxidized flavor M metuic Heated flavor 01 Meajxt: Oily flavor 
23 and from mixture II (SoybeciiB)to inixtur© I (linseed iiteal) April 7 
2S " " " I to " II "7 
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The lessor occurrence of rancidity in the cream as compared 
with the milk may be attributed to inactivetion of the lipases 
in the cream. 
The average flavor scores on the first day are 37.9, 
37.9, 37.8, and 37.9, for groups 1, R, 3 and 4, respectively. 
Two-day scorings avaragad 36.7, 36.1, 36.0, and 36.4 for 
groups 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively. The differences betxveen 
these scores are so sraall they are obviouiJly non-significant. 
It is concluded frora thuse data that the effect of 
cracked soybeans and linseed meal on the flavor of rave milk 
and creata (heat-treated to inactivate lipases) are practi­
cally the same and not detrimental vhen either of these 
protein supplements constitutes 11.1 pur cent of the con­
centrate fed to dairy co^vs. 
d. Chemical constants of butterfat. 
(1) Iodine nvimber. Groups 1 and 2 were alternated 
from one ration to the other throughout the experiment, vjhile 
groups 3 and 4 were fed mixture I (Linseed mual) and II 
(Cracked soybeans), respectively, for the duration of the 
Qxperiiuent. The iodine and thiocyanoaen numbers v.ere em­
ployed as an index of the effect of feeds in changing 
butterfat composition. 
(a) Effect of temperature. Results obtained 
in experiment I indicated that temperature changes play an 
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important role in the variations of the iodine niuaber 
of buttarfat. They pointed to a closer relationship be-
tvyeen the iodine nuiabar of buttsrfat and the mean external 
tamperaturu recorded one day before the samples vfere taken 
than tiiu teiupuruture racorded on th^ eaiao day or t\o days 
bafortj. This r-latloni^Jiip between iodine number of butter-
fat and tciaperaturtj v as al£o avi . 'ent in the results obtained 
in this expariiaent. 
Table 15 shove that in gonaral, highly significant cor­
relations rfxist betv.'sen the iodine numbers of the butterfat 
and the mean barn teraperatures that vera r«corded the sanie 
day, one day before, and tvo days beforu the samplas were 
tak.an. As bhe t  amp or at or J risjs the iodine values tend 
to increasi and vice v^rsa. This rslationchlp is illustrated 
graphically in Figure 6. As in experiiajnt I, a clostjr cor­
relation exists botToen th« taaperature recorded one day 
before the samples vere taken and the iodine nuaib«r than 
that recorded on the same day or tvo days before. It is 
also interesting to note froxa Table 15 that a closor cor­
relation exists betvean the temperature recorded the saiue 
day and ti.e iodine number than that recorded two days 
before the aamplus vera taken. 
Tabl« 15* Correlation Cosffloients between Mean Bam Teraperatxire and Certain Butterfat ConstantB 
of Butterfat froia Cows Used in Kxperiniant 11 
Temperature^ Corralatior. Coefficient bet^Teen Temperature aad 
; Group j lodins Ko. i Thiocyanogen No. j Oleic Acid' ; Linoleic Acid^ 
A 
B 
C 
A 
B 
C 
A 
B 
C 
A 
B 
C 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
3 
S 
3 
4 
4 
4 
.3525* 
.bioa** 
.3045 
.6078** 
.7628 
.5522** 
.4575** 
.5358** 
.2756 
.6306** 
.6343 ** 
,4671 
.4488'-' 
.5593** 
.3653* 
.5199** 
.626r 
.4945 •• 
.5408 
.6139** 
.3220 
.8939'* 
.7128** 
.4858 
.2942 
.4022" 
.3055 
.3379* 
.5725** 
.4709 
.5290 
.6006 
.3307 
.4391* 
*• 
.6858 
.5027 
- .1101 
.0119 
- .0458 
.1430 
,04S6 
.0580 
-.3912* 
-.4030 * 
-.2410 
-.0357 
-.2643 
-.2656 
1. Af B, anci C refer, respeotivoly, to^ barn bsmperatures recorded (1) tha aame day, 
(2) one day before, and (2) two days before tns creans samplas were taken. 
2. Hunber of oomparisons were 32 
3. GrariS Iodine calculated as equivalent to Oleic Acid in 100 grams butterfat 
4. Grama Iodine calculated equivalent to Linoleic Acid in 100 t^rasis butterfat 
H 
O 
H 
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The high correlation of temperature changes with changes 
in tho chemical composition of butterfat support tho state­
ment made pr<3viously in this manuscript that temperature 
fluctuations may be one of tho factors responsible for the 
variations of fat constants from milicing to milking and 
seunple to saaple even though the cows were fed the same 
feed. 
(b) Effect of feed. Results obtained in 
the first experiment indicated that the maximum effect of 
feed on the changes in buttarfat composition, as measured 
by the iodine number, may bs reached in approxiixa tely 15 
days aftar a change in feed. Eov/ever, the data obtained 
in this experiment, vhich are shov.'n in figure 6, indicate 
that the time necessary for the feeds to produce their 
maximum effect on butterfat composition is not clear, ex­
cept after the first change of feeds. Comparisons of the 
iodine nuiabers of the butterfat from the reversal gx'oups 
(groups 1 axid 2) with those of the butterfat from the 
control groups (groups 3 and 4) have been made (Figure 6). 
All animals were fed mixture I (Linseed meal) during 
the preliminary period (24 days). On December 15 groups 
1 and 2 v.ere changed, respectively, to mixtures I (Cracked 
soybeans) and II (Linseed moal); while group 3 continued 
40 
30 
36 
34 
32 
75 
65 
55 
45 
38 
36 
34 
32 
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Ghansed Mixture-Group I  = 0  
G r o u p  2 = X  
Or»e doy before 
samples taken 
Mixture 1= Linseed Msa 
Mixture 2  = Cracked Soybeans Group 3 = #  
Group 4  = •  
0 ec Feb Mar Apr May Jun J o n  
D A T  E  
Flguro 6, Curves Shov ing tho Ralation^'liip batvvoan uean 
Barn TaiaparatiirQ Racorded One Day before the 
iJaaipiea ' ara l^a.vda aud tlij Iodine Nuuibar of 
Butterfat From Cov.'s Used in .jcperimant II. 
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on mixture I and group 4 was changed to mixture II. It 
is nottid from Figure 6 that after this change the dif­
ferences between the iodine curves of groups 3 and 4 bacame 
g r e a t e r  t h a n  t h o s e  b e t w e e n  t h e  c u r v e s  o f  g r o u p s  1  a n d  2 .  
These differences decrease in magnitude and seemed to 
stabilize theinselves fairly v.'ell in approximately 20 days. 
Concurrent vlth tills stabilization period vas a sharp drop 
in temperature and likev.'ise a do\ym»ard trend of the iodine 
number curves of all groups. During the period December 
15 to January 23 temperature and iodine number fluctuations 
-were erratic. 
On January 23 groups 1 and 2 vere changed to mixtures 
II and I, respectively. A comparison of the iodine curves 
of those groups indicates that no definite effect result­
ing from change of ration was shovm. There may be a change 
in the fat metabolism of the animals duo to change of feed, 
for the curves of groups 1 and ? cross each other twice soon 
after the change, whereas those of groups 3 and 4 do not. 
From March 5 until April 7 the curves of (1) groups 
1 and E, and (2) groups 3 and 4 rise gradually and the 
curves of each pair approach each other more closely in 
magnitude. During part of this period, from March 5 until 
March S5, the variations in temperature were less than for 
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anytime during the axporiiaent. Therefore, it seems logical 
to assume that tha staprs of lactation or of gestation may 
have played an important role in those changes in iodine 
number. At any rate, it is apparent that all groups vera 
effected by the S£u:ae factor or factors. 
On April 7 groups 1 and 2 vere changed to mixtures I 
(Linseed meal) and II (Cracked soybeans), respectively. 
Again, it is not possible to determin-i v^hen the full effect 
of the feeds on butterfat composition \ 'as reached. 
Figure 6 shows that the differenC'j betveen the curves 
of groups 3 and 4 following the stabilization purlod 
(December 15) are small and that they are more consistent 
throughout the experiment than those betv^een t]Te curves of 
groups 1 and & v'hxch were alternated from one feed to the 
other. This might be interpreted as indicating that the 
covs adjusted themselves to the feeds fed in the quantities 
used in this experiment, AS a result of such adjustment 
the iodinu numbers (groups 3 and 4) hsve about the same 
magnitud« regardlr^ss of the feed. The recurrent crossing 
of the curv^is of groups 1 and 2 might indicate that the fat 
metabolism of the covs v-as being disturbed by the changes 
in feed since the differences in iodine numbers v ere less 
constant than those of groups 3 and 4. 
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Several points should be anphasi7ed from the data: 
(1) The maximum effect of feed on the changes in butterfat 
composition, as meaeu]"ad by tha iodine and thlocyanogan 
numbers, appears to ba reached in approxiaistaly 20 days 
aft-ar the first cixange of feeds (In th^i initial months of 
lactation) v Jneraas the tirae necessary for them to produce 
their full <3rruGt following succeeding changes of feed is 
not indicated, {a) Vhen co\fs are fed either linseed laeal 
or cracised soybeans as the chief protein suppleiiient at 
no greater rates tlari were fed in this experi-iient ever a 
long feuding period they seem to adjurjt themselves to 
the rations so that the iodine n'Uiiibers of the butterfat 
are of about thc-i same magnitude as tho^e of a control 
group. (3) On the other hand, vhen th-se feeds are fed 
for short feeding periods and then changed, the fat 
metabollsni of the cows seeiis to be disturbed so that the 
differences batv.'eun the iodine numbers of tLe butterfat 
are not vary consistent. Koivever, over a period of time 
the vfiriations in iodine nu'ubers caused by the change from 
one feed to the other may be balanced out, such as occurred 
in this experiment v.ith groups 1 and 2 (averages for the 
entire experiment v.-ere 35.10 and 35.34 for groups 1 and 2, 
respectively. 
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(2) Thlocyano|3;on number. Figure 7 shovs that the 
trends of the thiocyanogen curves snd their rslatlonRhlp 
to tsianeraturo changfjs ave slniilar in most ref^pects to 
those of th'2 iodine nuabar curves. Genoraily, vtiat \vas 
said about Iodine nunibersj and th'J factors that Infiuance 
them also applies to th^^ thiocyanogan numbers. This Is 
expoctad for the lolloving raaeons: (1) In coxupounds hav­
ing single ethylonic linkages, as olaic acid, thiocyanogan 
adds quantitatively at; do the upual halogaiietion reagents. 
(;;) Uhen tv/o unsatiirat>i;d linkag^is^ occur as in linolaic acid 
tha thiocyanogen adds to but one of tht-se, vhsreas i".ith 
normal iodination mothods halogen adds to both linit&£:6S. 
(3) Oluic acid ie tha cMaf unsatur:-tjd fatty acid of buttar-
fat. Sincii both lodina and thlocyanogon add to the Ringle 
Qthylonic linkaf-a of oleic acid, varl- tions lii itc content 
(such as v.'bro obtainc-d in thi? expjrlraent and vhich will be 
discussod iatar) vould naturally refloct similar changes in 
tha iodina and thiocyanogjn nurabers. 
() Graias iodinci p^r 100 graias butterfat oquiva-
lent to oleic acid and liuolJic acid, Coinparisons at.Long 
figvtras 6, 7 and 0 shov.' that tha tronds of tha iodina, 
thiocyanogen, and olalc acid (exprussad as grams iodine 
per 100 gr-.niE butterfat equivalent to olaic acid) curvas 
108 
38 
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are almost idantlcal for each group. This is particu­
larly tru3 of thd thiocyanogan curves of groups 3 and 4 
(controls) shown in figure 7. Since iodini^ and thiocyano-
gen adds quantitatively to the single -jthylenic linliage 
of olaic acid and «incy thora is raora oldie acid in buttar-
fat than any of the othrfr unsaturated fatty acid ona vould 
expact variations in tho olsic acid content of outtirfat to 
rasult in sirailar variations of tho iodine and thiocyanogon 
numbers, 
A significant correlation co-jffioient * as found batv-een 
the temperature recorded ond day before tho samples vare 
taken and the oleic add content of the butt-^irfat (Table 15). 
'Vith tv.'o exceptions the relationship betvaen torapen tara ond 
linoleic acid (expressed as gra:us iodine absorbed by linoletc 
acid per 100 grams butterfat) v.'as non-significant. The data 
presyntod in Figure 8 and Table lo indicata that the changes 
in iodine number vera largely dependent on the chunfres in 
the oleic acid content of the butterfat. 
®• The relative effect of linseed meal and cracked 
soybeans on the hardness of butterfat as measured by the 
iodine number. Although many factors, fuch us moisture 
oontant, churning and ••orking conditions, etc. of the 
butter may influence its hardness, Co.liter and Hill (30) 
found that tho hardness of butter, mado und^r uniform 
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conditions, is closely dependent upon the hardness of the 
buttorfat. Likewise, the Minnesota v/orlcers (36) found a 
highly significant correlation batv^een the hardness of 
butterfat and the iodine nurnber of the butterfat. They 
point out that extreme variations in the Reichert-Meissl 
ntimbar of the buttarfat may be associated with variations 
in the hardness of the butterfat, 
A study of the data shovn in Figure 6 shovs that the 
iodine numbers of groups 3 (fad linseed meal) are generally 
higher than those of group 4 (fed cracked soybeans). More­
over, an analysis of variance reveals that these differences, 
which are one unit or less in most cases, are significant 
(F-4.19*), Hovv 'ever, i t  is doubtful v;]:j.ether a difference 
of one unit in iodine value vould greatly aff^jct the com-
morciaL processing of butter. Analysis of variance of the 
iodine numbers of the butterfat from groups 1 --ind 2 revealed 
no significant difference betv.'aen thoia. Their averages 
(35.10 and 3b.>54 for groups 1 and E, respectively) for the 
entire experi.uent and tlie recurrent cro,: sing of their curves 
indicate that the differences between their iodine numbers 
v;ere balanced out during the experiruent. Hovever, the vrlter 
Vvlshes to point out that although the differences in the 
iodine numbers of the buttarfat from groups 1 and 2 were 
balanced out during the axperiraent, the differences were 
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great enough at oertain pjrioda to caxisa differynt ai'fects 
on th3 quality of butter. For jxaDipla, the difforoncas in 
the iodiiia nmbers of g.roups 1 and 2 froia ^ipril 7 to April 
15 arid from April 25 to Jiuiii 1 -vvouid indie at o that one 
could aiixjoct a diffi-r.^nca in the body of Lnittar produced 
by covjs fad cracked soybeans or linseed moal at the samo 
rates as v'wri fed in this jxperiiaant. Tho data shovn in 
Figm''3 6 indicato that vhila the iodine nutabarc of the 
butturfat from cavc fod oith^r of thaiju tvo fG::ds laay bo 
practically tho same (especially ovor a long fOL;diiig period) 
at cei'tain tiraas, thay may also be quita diffaront at dif-
forojnt tenipjratm-cj IJVJIS or at diffar^int stagos of lacta­
tion or goetation. Tho feuding prograia usud for tho cows 
of groups 1 axid 2 v.'ould not bo iioriaally usod by a dairy 
fanaer, v.he.roas tiiat ur.jd for groups 3 and 4 would be more 
generally accepted. 
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5. Stuamary aiid Conclusions 
Sixteen cov/s from the station herd were divided into 
four similar lots, bassd on breed, milk flavor, stage of 
lactation, milk and fat production, age, and si--e, jjy the 
method of randomisation tlia lots v;ere subdivided into four 
equal groups vhich vers fed predetermined ration, siMlar 
except as to the protain suppl^iuent. In one case the supple­
ment vas linseed moal and in the oth^r cracltj d soybeans. 
Groups 1 and 2 v-ere fed those tvo rations by thw double reversal 
method v.'hile group 3 vas fad fcho ration containing cracked soy­
beans i:nd group 4 the one containing linseed meal continuously 
throughout the experiment. 
Composite milk and cream samples were collected in 
glass bottl3s at regular intervals throughout the experi­
ment and scored. The cream was heated sufficiently to in­
activate the lipase before scoring, rhila the milk vas 
scored in the rav; state. Usually the samples were scored 
again C4 hoiors later before being discarded. 
The iodine and thiocyanogen numbers vere determined 
from composite samplis of milk fat collected Trom the cows 
in each group. Acld numbers of the butterfat and pH de­
terminations of the cream and butter seruiri vere made to 
determine whether or not bacterial activity v^ould indicate 
reduction in tha keeping quality of the cream and cons a-
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quently tha milk fat, axid to deteriains V'hethor the samples 
had received propar handling prior to unaLysis. 
Results of the first exporiui^nt indicated the advis­
ability of rucording the barn teiiiperatura daily during the 
trial. Recording thormometurs were installed in the barn 
for tMs purpoao, 
Tha folloting conclusions are drawn from this experi-
xaent; 
1. To dytoriiiine changes in fat composition, i t  seems 
advisable to utilize composite samplos of one day's milk 
yield rather than samples from individual milkings. 
2.  Highly significant correlations exipt betvjeen the 
barn temperatures (recorded the same day, one day before, 
and tv'o days before tho samples ivsre taken) and the iodine 
and thiocyanogon numbers of buttarfat. These results 
support the findings of experiment I  in that air tempera­
ture affects the iodine nuiaber of butterfat. 
3. The mean barn temperature recorded one day before 
the samples v/ere taken has a closer correlation to changes 
in fat composition than that recorded the saiae day or txvo 
days before. 
4. The maximum effect of feed on the changes in butter-
fat composition, as measured by the iodine and thiocyanogan 
numbers, api^ears to be reached in approximately 20 days 
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after the first change of faods (in the initial stages of 
lactation) whereas the time necessary for thorn to produce 
their full effect following succeeding changes of feed is 
not indicated by the data obtained. 
5. When cov.s are fed either linsead meal or cracked 
soybeans as 11.1 per cent of the concentrate mixture over 
a long feeding period they appear to adjust themnelvas to 
the rations so that the iodine nturibera of their butterfat 
are of about the saine magnitude and their differences 
fairly consistent. 
Q. On the other hand, vhen these feeds are fed for 
short feeding pariods and then changed the fat metabolism 
of the covs seeiiis to be disturbed so that the differeucus 
betvjeen the iodine nmabers of the butterfat are not very 
consis tent. 
7. The changes in iodine number ^A-ere largely dependent 
on the changes in ths oleic acid content of the butterfat. 
8. Hon-significant differences vera found betveen the 
iodine numbers of the butterfat from COVJR alternated from 
the linseed meal ration to the soybean ration end vice versa. 
9. .1 significant difference v.-as found between the iodine 
numbers of the butterfat froia covs fed linseed luaal and 
oracltad soybeans at the rate of 11.1 par cent of the con­
centrate mixture. The iodine numbers of the butterfat from 
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cov^s fed the linsaed meal were generally higher throughout 
thG experixaent than thoi o of the butterfat from covs fed 
cracked soybeans. 
4. k Discussion of Gertflin ^iLSpects of the Results of Experi­
ments I  and II. 
A. coraparison of certain data obtainad in the first 
experiment vith thoso obtainad in tlva sacond oxperiraent 
reveals that they are similar in svitaa reapocts aiid dif­
ferent in othcjr respects. 
The results of the firsb 'ixpariment (Hgure ?) indicate 
that the niaximuii effsct of a feed on t)-ia changes in butter-
fat composition, es me sured by the iodine number, may be 
expected in a:-proxiiriataly 15 d^jys after a chsngo of feeds 
(both Jan, 7 and Llarch Jil). Data obtained in the sacond 
experi- 'aent (Figure 5) indicate tl 'at the full affect raay be 
reached in approxirnf-tely £0 days aftjr the first change of 
feed (December li; '  in tho initial stag' s of lactation), 
v^hereas tho tiiae required for it  to produce its full effect 
follov.ing succeeding changes is not indicated. A compari­
son of the data obtained in c xcrespondi ng er.poriiiient :-l 
periods of both exp irlments .may partially explain these 
differences. 
The data obtainad in the first axporiaiental puri-od 
(January 7 to March 21) of oxporiiaont I  corresponds fairly 
wall v. 'ith those obtained In thy saiae period (Deoembor 15 
to January E3) of experiia^jnt II vdth respect to tho time 
necossary for th^- feeds to produce th^-ir raaxiraum of foot 
on the changes in buttorfat composition. It  i,*: no tod that 
tho axp:jriuiontal poriod of the first exporiiaunt v;as much 
longer than th-a one of tli--^ s.-jcond experimont. The second 
(last) experimental poriod (March 21 to ..lay 5) of axparimont 
I  and the corresponding one (Janu'-a'y Z'd to Jtpril 7) of 
expa fi.iiont II are siiail^^r in that the iodine numbors of 
the but torfat from the covs do not maintain tho fairly 
consistent differences after tlja second feed change which 
were characteristic of them after the first feed ch'uiga. 
^llthough it  do-iS soom that tho diffaroncjs b3t\sjean the iodin 
numbers of t:.» battarfat from tho cov'S fed mixtures T and II 
in the first experiment become fairly con; istent in approxi­
mately It days after the chc-uge of feeds, this consistoxicy 
is maintained for onl^^ a short timo after tr.e second feed 
change. In this case tho second experi-lental period of 
expex'iment I  -was much shorter than tli-^^t of tJie second ex-
poriaiont and as regards season and lactation p riod corres­
ponds more nearly to the third period of experiment II.  One 
common characteri.otic of tliQ iodine numbers of both experi­
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ments during April and May is that they were more erratic 
with lass consistent differences than V v-ere obtained during 
tha first exporiiiiinital period. 
Thus i t  apF>«^ars from these comparisons that v/han covs 
are fad either linseed mtial or cracked soybeans as 11.1 
per cjnt of tha concentrate luixtura ov;or a long feeding 
period they may adjust themselves to the rations (especially 
v/hen the fa .ds are started early in tiifJ loctation period) so 
that the iodine numbers of their butterfat are of about the 
saine magnitude and their differenc-is fairly consistent. On 
tha other hand, vi-hen these feeds are fed for short feeding 
periods and than changed the fat aietabolism of the GOVS may 
be distributed so that the differences between the iodine 
numbers of the butterfat are not very consistent. 
In expariiiaent I ,  the iodine numbers of the butterfat 
from cov.s fed the soybean ration Vvere genoraj.ly higher through­
out the experiment than those of the butterfat from cov;s fed 
the linsead ration. They v^'ere the reverse in the second 
exparimant and had less differences betv/eon them. These dif­
ferences may be to variations in the oil content of the 
tv.o feeds, which may be affected by numerous factors, such 
as soil and climatic conditions, processing, etc. It Yoald 
be vjise in future studies of changes in fat composition to 
make a periodic analysis of the feeds being studic^d. 
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The ralatlonship b3tv\(dan air temperature and thu iodine 
nximber of butterfat v^'as studied in both exporira-mts. The 
external tamporatura was used in the first 3xparinic;nt, v;hile 
barn temporatui'o vas u.oed in tha sacond ona. Refuilts ob­
tained in the first and sacond exparijuonts (Figures 3 and 6) 
indicate that air temperatur^j affects th'a iodine nuinb^r of 
buttorfat. In both axpariiaonts a closar eorreletion vas 
found batween tho tacnnaratura recorded one day before the 
saniplas u^ero takan and the iodine numb>ir of the butterfat 
than that recorded tha saraa day or tv:o days beforu. Also, 
the tamparaturu recorded the sania day had a closer rela­
tionship to the iodine number of tho butterfat than that 
racordad t' .  o days before. 
In vifciv: of the close relationship found batv/een tempera-
tiire and the iodine number of butterfat i t  seems logical 
that the high iodine nuiubors obtained in April and May may 
be partially a function of changes in fat metabolism of the 
cow due to the rise in tamporature rather than the effect 
of faad or stage of lactation and gestation vhich has been 
suggested by soma investigators. 
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